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UGBC encourages respectful Halloween costumes
BY SAM COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor
After much discussion about what
some people considered offensive costumes seen on campus during Halloween

last year, UGBC has created the Dress
with Respect campaign for Halloween
2012.
Dress with Respect is designed to encourage Boston College students to think

Daniel lee

/

heights editor

Naif Al-Mutawa (above) is a famed comic
book author, mainlyusing Islamic archetypes.

carefully before choosing a costume and
make them aware of the potential repercussions of wearing certain costumes, not
to tell themwhat they should and should
not wear, said Natali Soto, co-directorof
the Dress with Respect committee and
A&S ?l4.
?It?s not just about culture,? said
Francesska Jean-Pierre, co-director of
the Dress with Respect committee and

A&S ?l4. ?There are a lot of questionable

religious and GLBTQ costumes.?
In order to address this issue, the
policy department of the AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) createda committee that included members of ALC, the
GLBTQ Leadership Council (GLC), and
the Cabinet in order to come up with a
plan to be proactive this year.

?It?s

a respect

thing,? Soto said. ?We

want students to respect their peers and
to think about how a costume, which to

them might not have any importance,
might be affecting their BC peers.?
At tablesstationedthroughout campus
this week, students can learn more about
what their peers consider offensive. Each
table willfeature photos of costumes that
membersof thesubcommitteewere either
personally offended by or thought that
other people might find offensive, Soto

See Dress with Respect, A4

From White Castle to the Heights

Al-Mutawa

Kal Penn on the youth

on art as a

vote in the 2012 election
BY BRIGID WRIGHT

language

Heights

Staff

Kal Penn, Hollywood actor turned
political activist best known for his performanceas Kumar Patel in the comedy
Harold and Kumar Go To White Castle,
came to Boston College last night to
discuss a far more serious topic.
The UGBC sponsored the lecture,
titled ?On Civic Engagement and

BY KEVIN CANNON
For The Heights
Most Boston College students would
not know much aboutcomic book superheroesbased on Islamicarchetypes?but

last night?s lecture by Naif Al-Mutawa
would not have been any less meaningful
Al-Mutawa, founder and CEO of Teshkeel Media Group and creator of THE
99?the first group of comic superheroes
born of an Islamicarchetype?came to BC
for a discussion of his career in art.
THE 99 hasreceived positive attention
from the world?s media. Recently, Forbes
named THE 99 as one of the top 20 trends
sweeping the globeand evenmorerecently, U.S. President Barack Obama praised
Al-Mutawa and THE 99 as one of the
most innovative of the thousands of new
entrepreneurs viewed by his Presidential

student body,? Laadt said. ?When we
found out Kal Penn was available to
speak, we immediatelysought out support from other student organizations
and UGBC to show the University how
much interest this event could gener-

also

ate.?
Laadt explainedwhy so many BC organizations thought that Penn?s lecture
wouldbe beneficialto students, regardless of political party. ?We believed the
subject of his talk, civic engagement
and the youth vote, and his years in

sponsored by Americans for Informed
Democracy, the College Democrats, No
Labels, Eagle Political Society, SOFC,

the Office of Public Engagement at the
White House are a great illustration of
what it means to live in a participatory

andthe South Asian American Student
Association.
John Laadt, finance director of the
College Democrats of BC and A&S
?l3, explained how Kal Penn was able
to speak on campus. ?Every year, we

democracy.?
Penn began his talk by explainingto
the audiencehow he ascended to a pivotal role in the Obama administration.

the Youth Vote.? The

as a result.

try and bring a well-known, politically
engaging speaker to campus who will
generate a lot of excitement among the

event was

See Kal Penn, A4

Summit on Entrepreneurship.

Al-Mutawa began his presentation
outlining the evolutionof art and its place

Cartoonist, from A1

Daniel lee
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editor

Mod Lot flooded after rain storm
Roads closed, students parked on Lower
Campus report damage to personal vehicles
BY ANDREW MILLETTE
Assoc. News Editor
Last weekend, a fierce downpour
covered Boston College?s campus with
over half an inch of rain in a period of

only a few hours between Friday night
and Saturday morning. BC?s storm drain
system was inundated by the sudden
storm, causing flooding across a large
portion of Lower Campus. Water levels
in the Mod Lot reached a height that
fully submerged the tires of some vehicles, and flooding in roads on Lower
Campus rendered some impassable.

Water also entered into buildings.
?Water infiltrated into some areas
of Maloney Hall on the ground floor,?
said John King, directorof public safety.
?Crews are makingrepairs.? Water levels
on the ground floor of Maloney Hall
were not high enough to damage the BC
Bookstore, but highenough to require a
team to come in to dry out the building.
?We are cleaning up water [in Maloney
Hall] and evaluating piping options to

minimize disruptions in the future,?

said Michael Jednak, director of facili-

problem. ?This has
happened before when a large amount
an uncommon

of rain falls in a short period of time,?
King said. The reason Lower Campus,
and especially the Mod Lot, has such
issues with water is logical. ?The Mod
Lot is the lowest point on our campus,?

Jednak said.
BCPD took action in response to the
sudden flood. ?BCPD blocked off roads
that were flooded and contacted the
State Police to inform them of similar

conditions on St. Thomas More Drive,?
King said.
Cars that were parked in the flooded
Mod Lot remained there for the entire storm. ?Several automobiles were
damaged from water,? King said.

ties services.

Flooding on Lower Campus is

not

See Flooding, A4

kelly bruett / heights staff

The High-Intensity Activated CrossWalk (HAWK) (above) aims to increase pedestrian safety.

BC, Newton collaborate on
high tech crosswalk signal
BY BRANDON STONE
Heights Staff
Boston College students who have
crossed Beacon Street at Lawrence
Avenue this year may not have noticed
that the journey has recently become
less dangerous than in years past. Until
now, pedestrians who wished to cross
Beacon Street at Lawrence Avenue

matt liber / heights staff

The Mod Lot, where many undergraduatespark their cars, flooded after a few hours of rain Friday night,causing damage to cars and buildings.

had to deal with a notoriously difficult
and unregulated crosswalk. This year,
however, the task has become significantly easier.
BC, in conjunction with the City
of Newton, agreed to fund the design
and construction of a High-Intensity
Activated CrossWalk (HAWK), a new
pedestrian crossing signal that has been
proven to increase safety for pedestrians. Officiallyknown as the pedestrian

hybrid beacon, HAWK functions to facilitate safe pedestrian crossings, while
stopping traffic only as needed.
Plans to implement HAWK were
first put in motion when BC was in
discussions with the City of Newton
on the Stokes Hall project in the fall
of 2010.
?The University heard concerns
raised by a number of faculty, staff,
and students regarding the difficulty
in crossing Beacon Street,? said Jeanne
Levesque, director of government relations at BC. There had been minor
pedestrian accidents, near misses with
motor vehicles, and a generaltendency
for cars not to stop despite the ?yield to
pedestrian? signs.
?The need was recognized to im-

See Beacon Street, A4
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IN THE NEWS

BC bop! Live at Gasson

1

Tomorrow
Time: 8 p.m.
Location: Gasson
100

Boston College?s instrumental andvocal jazz ensemble
will present its first performance of the year in the
Irish Hall. Don?t miss the opportunity to hear jazz
selections spanning from the early 20th century
to modernity played by some of BC?s finest musicians.

pha Sigma Nu?s prestigious book award

Boston College chemist Lawrence Scott was recently awarded the 2012 Alpha Sigma Nu Book
Award. This award is given out by the Jesuit
honor society Alpha Sigma Nu in recognition

of outstanding publishing achievements at Jesuit colleges and universities. The book Scott
co-edited, Fragments of Fullerenes and Carbon
Nanotubes,was selectedfrom a fieldof 50 entries
representing 16 Jesuit institutions. There were
three otherwinners of this year?s award.The Al-

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Robsham Theater
Rev. Gregory Boyle, S.J., will present a lecture about community and thesacredness
of life, and reflect on his work with formerly
gang-involved men and women.

pha Sigma Nu Book Awards focused on four categories this year: social science, natural science,
computer science, and health science. Scott?s
book was the winner in the natural sciences
category. Scott joined the BC faculty in 1993 and
is currently the Louise and Jim Vanderslice and

Boston College Football vs. Maryland
Saturday
Time: 1 p.m.
Location: Alumni Stadium
Come cheer on the struggling Eagles
as they look to break their losing

Family Chair in Chemistry. He is recognized as
a leader in the in the development of laboratory
methods for the chemical synthesis of carbonrich materials, and was recently named a Fellow
of the American Chemical Society.

UNC professor Paul Frampton recently sent a letter
from an Argentine prison to provost Bruce Carney
requesting a raise. Last January,Frampton was arrested
for attempting to smuggle two kilogramsof cocaine out
of Argentina. The professor claims that he was tricked
into carrying a suitcase that was lined with cocaine
through security afterflying to South America for what
he thought wouldbe a meeting with an internationally
known bikinimodelwhom he thought hehad met on
the Internet.Carney suspendedFrampton?s salary after

his arrest. While awaiting trial, Frampton sent the letter
as part of UNC?s faculty grievance procedure.The letter
requests a salary increase on top of restoration.

LOCAL NEWS
Brookline residents arrested for
picking up pounds of marijuana
At approximately3:33 p.m., a Brooklinedetectivereceived
a callfrom a Sacramento, Cal. Drug Task Force officerwho
said a package containing up to five pounds of marijuana
was sent to a Freeman Street resident. Officers who
went to the Freeman Street apartment were told by the
apartment?s front desk security officer that two tenants
had picked up the package. The two tenants were placed
under arrest for picking up the four to five-pound package of marijuana and were charged with possession of a
Class D substance with intent to distribute.

streak against the Maryland Terrapins this Saturday.

FEATURED STORY

Changing world requires new skills
BY GIANNI MATERA

Japanesenewspapers, maybesomethingfrom China? Very few, I guess,?
Godenzi said.?You will see theworld
in very different ways. The perspectives of the worldfrom outside [the
western world] are just so different
that it?s really worthwhileto do that

For The Heights
On Tuesday, Alberto Godenzi,
dean of the GraduateSchool of Social Work, gavea talk on globalization as part of the Sesquicentennial
Dean?s Series attheCadiganAlumni
Center on Brighton Campus. The
talk was sponsoredby the Boston
College Alumni Association and
was titled, ?Putting our Heads in
the Sand Won?t Make the World
Go Away.?
?I want to talk about three assumptions andthreerecommendations,? Godenzisaid. ?The assumptions are that globalizationis real,
it has transformed our lives, and
we are, by default, global citizens.
The recommendations are that
we better shape up and increase
our awareness of global issues, we
need to become multilingual, and
we need to behumble about these

achievements.?
Godenzi, whose graduateschool
is the highest ranked school at BC
according to U.S. News andWorld
Report, notedthatthereare 500,000
peopletravelingon airplanes at any
one time and that there were over

940 million international arrivals
in 2010.

?The world really has become
much smaller,? Godenzisaid. ?Being
at Boston College, you can think
about when St. Ignatius of Loyola

kind of exercise.?

Godenzisaidthat language versatilityis also an area globalcitizens
need to improve on. He noted, however, that, for English speakers,much
of theworld is open for dialogue.
?There is a huge competitive
advantage thatyouall haveand that
is thatEnglish is your first language,
because it is the most popular second languagein theworld,? Godenzi
said.
His thirdrecommendationis the
one he thinks is the most challengphoto courteSy of jeaNcaiSSer
ing?having globalhumility.
?You have to try to get away
Godenzi discussed the changing meaning of globalizationand the skills students should have in order to succeed.
from the feeling that we are the
said to his good friend St. Francis rum, and on theotherhand you have product (GDP), theWorld Happiness dominantrace or the dominantculXavier, ?Go set the world aflame,? or the World Social Forum,? Godenzi Index,andthe Happy PlanetIndexas ture,? Godenzisaid.?Study, listen,be
respectful. Look for commonalities
in otherwordscarrythe Gospelto the said. ?And they have very different three competing globalmeasures.
East,he probablyknew thathewould ideas about what globalization is.
Godenzi suggested that to live when you goand traveltheworld. At
neversee him again. And, in fact, he The one in the first place is all about
in our globalizedworld we must the same time, enjoy the differences
neversaw him again.?
jobs,growth, economy,open markets become more globallyaware and try but address social injustices. Then
Godenzimade sureto emphasize and so on. Other ones are all about our best to learnaboutother cultures if you build relationships, nurture
them, make sure they arereciprocal
thatglobalizationis abroadly defined the health and well-being of the enand waysof thinking.
word. It has multiple meanings and tire planet. These are very different
He said that now, because of the and that they are sustained over the
Internet, other globalperspectivesare longrun. These are standardsthat we
connotations that depend entirely concepts.?
use in internationalrelations. They
on context and the topic being disBecause of these nonspecific more accessiblethan ever before.
definitions, Godenzisaidthatpeople
cussed.
?How many people read on a help you to be a competent global
?You have onone hand organizameasure global performance differregular basis a media outlet not citizen as opposed to an ignorant
tions like the World Economic Foently. He mentionedgross domestic from the western world? Al Jazeera, global citizen.? n
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?If money weren?t an issue, what would your
Halloween costume be??

Friday, october 19
7:25 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding a traffic accident on the Middle

debris in the Brighton campus
roadways due to the heavy rainfall.

-

campus

lots.

3:19 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding suspicious persons in the
lower lots.
-

5:53 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding the arrest of a non-Boston
college affiliate in the commonwealth
Garage who was charged with trespassing and receiving stolen property.
-

11:11p.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to
-

an

intoxicatednon-Bc affiliate at the

lower lots who was transported to a
medical facility by an ambulance.

10:35 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a Bc student who reported
damage to her vehicle in the lower lots
due to the flooding.
-

10:39 a.m.

-

An officer filed

?James Bond.?
?Tony Gallanis,
A&s ?l6

a report

regarding a Bc student who reported
damage to her vehicle in the lowerlots
due to the flooding.

Sunday, october 21
2:49

a.m.

-

An officer filed

a report

regarding medical assistance provided to an intoxicated Bc student at
Vanderslice Hall who was transported
to a medical facility by a cruiser.

Saturday, october 20

11:45 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding a traffic accident in the Hillside
Parking Area.

12:48a.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to
an intoxicated Bc student at Gonzaga
Hall who was transported to a medical
facility by an ambulance.

2:53 p.m. A an officer filed a report
regarding a subject off-campus who
was transported to a medical facility
by a cruiser.

?A giant pumpkin.?
?Luke Brady,
A&s ?l6

-

An officer filed a report
regarding flooding on campus.
a.m.

-

7:32 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a fire alarm activation in
Merkert chemistry center.
-

9:58 a.m.
An officer filed a report regarding a large amount of
-

?A superhero with high tech
gear, like Superwoman.?
?Yolanda Bustillo,
A&s ?l6

-

6:57 p.m.
An officer filed a report
regarding providing medical assistance
to a Bc employee at corcoran com-

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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mons who was transportedto a medical

facility.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Super Mario.?
?Young Tae Lee,
A&s ?l6
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Singin? and
partyin? in
the rain

bELLARMINE ASKS ?why LAw??

Schindler?s List survivor asks
students to act against injustice
BY PARISA OVIEDO
For The Heights
one thing to watch horrific
scenes in Holocaust films, but it?s
another thing entirely to listen
to someone who was actually
a victim of it tell her story. On

It?s

Tuesday evening, Rena Ferber
a Schindler?s List Holo-

Finder,

caust survivor, recounted her
powerful and tragic childhood to
those listeningattentivelyin the
Murray Function Room.

MATT PALAZZOLO
Everyonewants to live in the
Mods. I often find it difficult, how-

The event, organized for
the third year by the Emerging
Leader Program, the Mentoring
Leadership Program, the Shaw
Leadership Program, and Boston
College Hillel, saw a highturnout

ever, to explain to someone outside

the Boston College bubble why the
Mods are so desirable.Theywill
inevitablymention that tailgating
is only technically allowedseven
days a year. Then they point out
the cramped closetsand complete
lack of lights in the bedrooms (I?m
convinced whoever designed the
Mods was a sadist). Now, whenever
anyone asks me why I enjoy living in
the Mods,I will regale them with the
tale of last Friday night.
The night of Oct. 19 was
uneventful at first. My roommates
and I returnedfrom separate parties shortly after 2 a.m., and settled
into our typical weekend postgame
activity: Super Smash Bros. As I
ruthlessly defeated them, it suddenly
began to pour outside. Ipaused the
game to open the back door, and the
fierce rainstorm becamea soothing
soundtrack to my increasinglyonesided victories. Ifelt relieved that I
had not paid a smallfortunefor a
Mod parking spot without monsoon
insurance. After a short time one
of my roommates encouraged us to
throw on bathing suits and dash outside into the pouring rain. Normally
it takes superhuman effort to even
get me out of bed before noon,

but
at this moment I felt surprisingly
energetic. I grabbedmy stylish Vineyard Vines bathing suit and dashed
outsideto join my roommates.
We ran to the nearest large
Mod backyard anddiscovered an
impromptu party had begun. Guys
in bathing suits and girls in wet
t-shirts frolicked across the yard.
Speakers blasted music from a
window as peopleclimbed up on
the picnic tables to dance in the rain.
Most importantly, several ingenious
people haddiscoveredthat heavy
rain combineswith poor backyard
drainageto create idealslip and slide
conditions. I immediately threw caution to the wind and slid headfirst
across the rain-soaked backyard.
The next halfhour was a blur

of frenzied excitement. I danced
in therain with friends, acquaintances, and complete strangers. At
one point, Christmas music floated
across the backyard and, despite its
two-months-premature entrance,
felt justright. The one blemish on
the night came when I jammed
my hand on a drainage grate while
sliding at full speed,ensuring
that I would spend the rest of the
weekend on the disabled list unable to play video games. After the
obligatoryperformance of ?Don?t
Stop Believing,? my roommates
and I trudged back to our Mod,
composed severalstereotypical
?ZOMG Best Night Ever!? tweets,

A3
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as students filled the seats and
lined the walls to have the rare
opportunity to hear a Schindler?s
List survivor speak to them in

person.

grAHAm BEcK / HEigHTs EdiTOr

Thomas Wesner, a CSOM professor, spoke about reasons to study law at the
Bellarmine Law Society?s first Professor Lecture Series event, ?Why

AAUP fights for
recognition at BC
BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Heights
Faculty members of Boston
College?s branch of the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP) met yesterdayprior to
the Faculty Forum to discuss both
their place within the BC community and their specific grievances.
For the organization, the forum
offered dual significance.Not only
did it present members with an
opportunity to air these issues directly to the provost, it alsoraised
the BCAAUP?s visibility.
According to BCAAUP president Susan Michalczyk, a professor in the honors program, the
organization serves a vitalpurpose
at BC, a schoolwithoutany faculty
senate or similar body. University
committees have no decision-making power?only advisory power.
?The faculty remains very separate
from decisions,? she said.
?AAUP is an alternative, a
faculty voice,? Michalczyk said.
?It provides away of listening to
faculty, responding to their questions and concerns, trying our best
to raise awareness and raise the
standards of BC.?
Because the faculty lacks a
direct governance role in the
administration, the only way for
BC?s 137 AAUP faculty members
to raise these standards lies in in-

vestigating and often challenging
the University administration on
a wide variety of issues.

Finder?s story began in Krakow, Poland, whereshe was born
in 1929. ?It was wonderful in

Krakow before the war,? Finder
said, ?but all this changed in a
matter of 10 days when the Germans came to Poland.?
Finder recalled the Nazi occupation of her home country.
?I remember how I looked at the
Germans and thought, ?Oh, they
look human?they look just like
us. So how bad could it be???
Finder noted that she was
naive for believing this optimism
in the beginning days of the war.
She foundshe was alreadylosing
hope, however, as overnight she
?went frombeing a little girl,[to]
an enemy of the state.?
?I don?t know if you can imagine what it feels like to be told
you have to leave your own
house, to leave your home,?
Finder said. ?In three to four
days, over 20,000 people were re-

the organization encounters its
greatest difficulty addressing administrative issues because the
administrationoftenfails to share
the detailsor even the existence of
a problem with an organization
whose existence it generally does
not acknowledge.
On Oct. 4 of this year Michalczyk said she sent individual emails
to 19 administrators, including the
provost and the deans and assissettled, were expelled?we never
tant deansof all schools, to discuss heard from them again.?
the organization?s survey of the
Finder also noted how her
school, yet received no response.
?Do you want us to continue to
send you these things?? she asked
at the provost?s forum. ?Do they
seem offensive to you??
Michalczyk claimed that BC?s
rejection of the AAUP extends
beyond the schoollevel. After Michalczyk won the national organization?s vice-presidentialseat, the
school never publicly announced
the victory, even after Michalczyk
and several colleagues contacted
the administration to point out
the achievement. ?Ironically, when
I was in Washington in June, I was
told that until this election, most
universities considered it an honor
to have a professor elected to national office,? Michalczyk said.
Standing in contrast to the BC
administration?s general dismissal
of the organization is its reception
elsewhere. At the MerrimackCollegeConference this past Saturday,

father was always optimistic:
?Don?t worry,? he would tell his
family, ?[the war] won?t last.
They?ll hear about it in the
world, and they will come and
get us.? Not too long later, her father was falsely accused of being
part of the resistance, arrested,
and taken away.Finder never saw
her father again.
Only a few weeks before
her father?s captivity, Finder,
as a little girl, also watched her
grandparentsbeing walked away
from her by two Nazi soldiers
while living in a ghetto. ?One
of the biggest tragedies of the
war is that we had no time to
mourn,? she said. ?There would
be someone new to mourn for
right away.?
Finder also found that the
film Schindler?s List accurately
portrayed life in the Jewish
ghetto. ?Every morning we were
exposed to public shootings and
public violence,? she said. Most
of the children, Finder told the
audience, were taken away to
Auschwitz.
She and her mother, however,
had begun to hear word about
a German industrialist, Oskar
Schindler, who had a factory in
Poland for a kitchenware company called ?Emalia.? Schindler,
an ambitious businessman, was
looking for ways to save money
in his business. Knowing that a

Jewish worker would cost less
than a Polish one, he began hiring Jews as his workforce.Finder
describedSchindler as a very ambitious, very powerful, and very
well-connected man who often

befriended his workers.
Schindler began to use his
company as an opportunity to
provide a sanctuary for Jews.

?The dream for everyone was
work for Oskar Schindler,?
Finder said.
?He was a wonderful man to
work for,? Finder said. ?To me, he
to

was like a father.? The film, based
on Schindler?s real life story,

portrays Schindler ?just the way I
remember him,? Finder said.
?To us, he was a miracle,?

she said. ?But miracles do not
last forever.? Indeed, Finder?s
statement that ?everything in
the movie is the truth? proved
correct as she described how
cinematics for viewers was real
life for her.
Believing that they were on
their way to Oskar Schindler?s
factory to work, Jewish women
and children (Finder was about
13 by this time) ?were packed
in [trains] like sardines.? When
Finderand her motherwalked off
the train, they found themselves
surrounded by German soldiers
at the most notorious Nazi concentration camp, Auschwitz.
?We felt so dehumanized
that I felt like I was already
dead,? Finder said. Fortunately,
Schindler bribed high officials
with bags of diamonds for the
return of his workers to their
proper destination. Finder and
her mother took ?the only transport that ever left Auschwitz?
back to the factory and worked
there until the war had officially
ended.

?There is no way to express
gratitude, or how to thank
him,? Finder said of her hero,
Schindler, who had to go into
hiding as soon as the war ended.
?If it was not for Oskar Schindler,
I would not be here.? The risks
that Schindler took to protect
our

and save over a thousand innocent human lives has taught
future generations that, as Finder
explains, ?there is always something somebody can do, and so
you should not stand by and
watch injustice happen.?

?Each and everyone of us has
mind and a heart,? Finder said.
?When you know what?s wrong,
you do not walk away.? n
a

for instance, the school?s provost
introduced the AAUP and its

president encouraged the faculty
to join.
In spite and perhaps because

and drifted off into a much-needed

The administration?s recent
that it would be
reassessing the core curriculum
surprised many faculty members,
particularlywhen it was disclosed
that an external ?human-centered
design firm? called Continuum

sleep.

Innovations would carry out the

The next day, while watching the
Patriots? three hour interpretation
of mediocrity, Ireflected on what
made the previous night so special.
The first elementthat came to mind
was spontaneity. Thebest gatherings are often not meticulously
planned, but rather completely

assessment.

us as well, but there is no place to

to

impulsive, like the celebration of

forum, the manner in which it
boiled down faculty concerns into
three major questions: ?What has
Continuum been charged to do?
What information is it gathering?
What is going to be done with

discuss it,? Michalczyk said. ?You
deserve
Eun HEEKwOn HEigHTs sTAff
the best from the University.?
In fact, many of the issues the Finder spoke about theheroism of Oskar Schindler, who provided safety for Jews by hiring them for his factory.
organization has sought to address
have a direct effect on students.
n
Class size is the most obvious,
54
but other, deeper-seatedproblems

catching Osama

binLaden two

Mays ago. Additionally, the rain-

soaked gathering had an oddly
primordial feel. In the midst of sliding across the backyard, I caught
a glimpse of fellow Mod residents
snapping pictures fromthe safety
of theirkitchen. It remindedme of
National Geographicreporters taking photos of primitive tribes doing
a rain dance. This noble savage
archetype seemed quite appealing
in hindsight. I spend far too much
of my time staring at a TV, laptop,
or iPhone screen. Sometimes the
simplepleasures are the most
fulfilling.
I am currently writing this
sentence in near-darkness, thanks
to Sadistic Mod Designer?s decision
to forgo any lights in the common
room as well. Living in the Mods,
however, has an appeal that goes
beyond parties or tailgates. Gabelli
and Voute residents cankeep their

luxurious townhouses,because I
have the fond memoryof partying
in therain.
Matt Palazzolo is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at news@bcheights.com.

announcement

The email sent out
faculty noted that the team
had already begun its work on
campus, without specifying the
nature of that work. Although
time constraints prevented the
AAUP from introducing the core
curriculum problem during the

this information?? serves as an
exampleof the way the organization disseminatesthe voice of BC
professors.
Bullying and harassment has
become one of the organization?s
current causes, and one that its
members addressed at the provost?s forum. ?Students are bullied
and harassed, faculty are bullied
and harassed, even administrators
are bullied and harassed,? Michalczyk said. Despite the administrative response that these issues can
be adequately addressed by the
school?s discriminatory harassment policy, she responded that,
in her own experience, ?Students
have found no recourse.?
For the AAUP, the primary issue lies not in the individual grievances, which Michalczyk admits
can seem insignificant. Rather,
the greatest issue lies in the lack
of perceived transparency in the
BC administration on the part

of the faculty. As she challenged
the provost at yesterday?s forum,

of the challenges it faces, Michalczyk emphasizes that BC students
should not discount the AAUP.
?All these things that matter to
you, such as class size, matter to
are paying customers. You

/

«

come up for the AAUP. A major

complaint is that of the grievance
process. Like untenured profes-

the student body lacks the
ability to issue a grievance against
a professor, a rule that Michalczyk
believes contributes to the greater
insularityof BC. ?As a student, you
have zero recourse,? she said.
Ultimately, what the AAUP
sors,

refers to as the corporatization
of BC is to blame for the current
environment. ?The University
has moved to a business model,
which isn?t healthy for students,?

Michalczyk said. ?This needs to
be addressed. We believeit comes
from a lack of accountabilityand a
tendency toward secrecy.?
Despite the administration?s
dismissal, she will travel to a
conference in Washington, D.C.
this weekend as part of her position as AAUP vice president. The

challengeswillpersist, Michalczyk
recognizes, but she hopes that
BC?s recognition of the work the
organization does will be the first
step in making the University
better.
?It?s hard to have a dialogue
when only one side is talking,?
she said. n
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Campaign hopes to encourage
meaningful dialogue on costumes
Dress with Respect, from A1
said. Students can place a ?yes?
or ?no? sticker on the photo to
signal whether they consider the
costume

appropriate or not. This

will

create a visual representation of what the BC student body
thinks about various costumes,

some of which students might not
have seenas potentiallyoffensive

before the activity.
?It will open BC students?
minds up to say, ?This might not
be offensive to me personally,
mATT liber

/ heighTs

sTAff

Administrators have said that the storm came as a surprise,resulting in floodinglevels that were not typical in the lot.

Mod Lot, Maloney flood after rain
Flooding, from A1
tifications were made to some

students thattheir cars had been
in the areas affected by the heavy
rainfall.?
BCPD has advised students
whose cars were damaged by
flooding to contact their auto
insurance provider to determine
if they are insured. ?Additional
inquiries on insurance matters should be directed to the

University?s Office of Risk Management,? King said.
When extreme weather is
predicted, BC students, including those who have cars in areas
that have the potential to become
flooded, are usually warnedby the

Officeof Emergency Management.
?If a pending storm is forecast by
the National Weather Service, the
Office of EmergencyManagement
and Office of Parking and Transportation will issue a warning to
the BC community, particularly if
it is expected to bring high rains,?
University Spokesman Jack Dunn
said. ?The issue last weekwas that
the high rains were not forecast,

which caused the storm

to catch

the National Weather Service,and
all of us, off guard.?
Plans are in the works to prevent Lower Campus from experiencing flooding in the future.

?We have plans

make annual
improvements to the infrastructure and undertake storm water
to

management improvements

along with our construction
projects,? Jednak said.

Jednak

also believes that

changes can be made to Maloney Hall to prevent the building
from experiencing water damage. ?As we continue to improve
the infrastructureand reroute a
couple pipes we will be in better
shape,? hesaid.
Although flooding on Lower
Campus is not an abnormal
problem, an unusual aspect of
last weekend?s flood was water
shooting up out of a corner of the
Mod Lot. This was a sign of how

overwhelmed the storm drain
system was, as the gushing water
was caused by pressure that was
created by the large volume of
water in the drainage system. n

but some of my BC peers think
this is offensive,?? Soto said. ?The
proxy station does not aim to tell
students, ?This is offensive, do not
wear this.??

In addition to these tables, the

committee has created a series of
flyers and banners that feature
campus leaders from a variety of
organizations, including sports
teams, dance clubs, campus min-

istry organizations, UGBC, and
culture clubs.
?The point of the banner is that
leadersare saying, ?l?m pledging to
respect this Halloween,? and it?s

asking the student body to think
about taking the pledge as well,?
Soto said.
The Women?s Resource Center
and the Office of Student Services
are also showing their support for
the campaign, and various other

administrative offices have contactedthe committee to get more
involved, Jean-Pierre said.
Students can like the Dress
with Respect page on Facebook as

that they will be respectful
in their costume choicesthis year,
and follow its Twitter account to
get more updates as the campaign
progresses, Soto said.
She and Jean-Pierre said that
they hoped that students would
a sign

consider the historical background, if any, related to a costume they might want to wear
and have discussions with their
friends if they were uncertain
about the appropriateness of a
costume.

?We are a Jesuit, Catholic institution,? Soto said. ?We are taught
in our classes and conversations
with administrators to respect
one another, and we want to keep
that respect during a holiday like
Halloween, which can sometimes
be forgotten.? n

HAWK will make Beacon safer
Beacon Street, from A1
prove the safety of pedestrians
crossing Beacon St.,? said Paul

Cappadona, manager of

trans-

portation and parking at BC.
?Since many of the pedestrians
are

membersof the BC

commu-

nity, we had a vested interest.?
The permitting process took
about a year, as approval was
required from a number of city
agencies. BC hired the transportation consulting firm Vanasse Hangen Bristlin (VHB) to

on

pieces of safety advice for BC

Beacon street to install HAWK.
VHB also observed two other
HAWKs already installed in
Newton, one at Crafts and Linwood Street, the other at Parker
and Theodore Road.
BC has also worked to raise

students. First, while other
crosswalks with signage exist
on Beacon Street, BC students
are now encouragedto cross at

determine the best location

awareness aboutthe new HAWK
installation through posts on

the Transportationand Parking
website, as well as ongoing collaboration between BCPD and
Newton Police Traffic Division
to promote crosswalksafety.

Levesque also had a few

Lawrence Avenue. Second, BC
students should always press
the button to activate the signal
for proper orientation and not
walk out into the intersection
without doing this first. Third,
for BC students with cars, they
can proceed on a flashing red,
once thecrosswalk is clear of pe-

destrians, to keep traffic flowing
and prevent backups. n

Penn discusses the importance of
youth participation in politics
Kal Penn, from A1
While in Hollywood pursuing
an acting career, which included
a breakout role in Van Wilder
and notable roles in Harold
and Kumar Go To White Castle,
24, House, and the movie The
Namesake, Penn was reminded
by friends and loved ones of the
political atmosphere and ob-

everyday American
faces. Influenced by friends in
the armedforces struggling with
the ?Don?t Ask, Don?t Tell? Act,
friends in college with financial
problems, and the hardships of
health insurance, Penn decided
to become involved with Barack
Obama?s campaign for president
in 2007. Persuaded by Olivia
stacles the

gagement office, primarily in the
area of

youth outreach, Asian-

American and Pacific Islander
outreach, and entertainment

outreach.The programconsisted
of 16-18 people dedicated to
helping the average American
have his or her voice heard.
Penn entertained the audience with anecdotes about
his experience working with
Obama?s administration, but also
highlighted the impact he felt
in such a powerful atmosphere.
Penn traced each of his biggest
accomplishments in each field,

explaining the effects of passing
health care reforms specifically
for Asian-American and Pacific Islanders, breakingthrough
the stereotypes of government
funding for the arts, and simply
Wilde, a co-star on House, Penn meeting with young people from
attended a benefit breakfast any political party to make sure
in which Obama encouraged ?no American slips through the
his supporters not just to sign cracks.?
a check, but also to believe in
Penn also described some of
what he wanted to do for the the more challengingrealizations
he had in politics, as opposing
country.
Penn campaignedwith Obama parties skewed policies and refor nearly two years, and after forms he was working on.
Obama was elected as president,
?You?re always going to have
Penn applied for a job in the adopponents, and your opponents
ministration. Penn worked in the will try and say incendiarythings
to discredityou, not reallycaring
White House in the Public En-

about what?s the right thing

to

do,? Penn said. He explainedthat
working in the Obama administration helped him understand
that it was important to workfor
what the people wanted, not toward the best campaign move.
Penn closed by explaining
the issues that young people in
America concern themselves
with most, and what motivates
their vote.
?Looking back, when I was
leaving the White House after
my two years thereand seeing all
the things thathad gotten done, I
think it was onlypossible because
of coalitions and enough young
people saying, ?We don?t really
care aboutthe politics of it
we
care about the issues that are the
shared issues and actually moving that along,?? Penn said.
Penn reminded the audience in closing that the youth
of America speaking up is what
?

moves

things along, and by vot-

ing and staying in touch with lo-

cal and national problems, young
people can stay informed and
motivated to make changes.
?If there?s every any doubt
whether it makes a difference,?
Penn said, ?it makes a huge dif-

ference.?

kelly

brueTT /
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The installation of a new HAWK crosswalk at the corner ofBeacon St. and Lawrence Ave. is intended to increase safety.

n

Al-Mutawa works to promote unity
Cartoonist, from A1
in society. ?For a long time, even
in the Christian world, art and re-

ligion were one,? Al-Mutawa said.
?And that?s why the Reformation
led to the Renaissance?for the
first time, art was inspiredby religion but wasn?t of religion itself.?
He clarified his main point
that art is indeed a language, and

throughout history the language
of religion has been kept from
evolving with society. With the
passing of time, people have
gradually come to comprehend
a vernacular greatly at odds with
the languagereligion intendedfor
us to understand. ?The language
of the Koran and of the Bible was
miracles,? he said. ?Today, kids
don?t even think in the language
they speakversus whatthey write
in. It is a big problem in the
Muslim world that 80 percent of
Muslims pray in a language they

don?t understand.?
His THE 99 comic book series
as an opportunity for AlMutawa to ?get closer to Islam
in his own way.? The storyline is

at the time was the

largest reposi-

tory of knowledge in the world.

He told his audience that the
of the brain is stimu-

same part

lated when we learn by doing
something or through engaging
in media. Operating under this
notion, he has set out to create a
comic series that subconsciously

?When we encounter
something new, we try
to put that experience
into an existing scheme.
We become lazy. My
goal is to open up our
minds to something

new.?
-Naif Al-Muwata
Founder and CEO of
Teshkeel Media Group
and creator of THE 99

began

DAniel lee / heighTs ediTOr

Naif Al-Mutawa, who has been praised by both Barack Obama and ?Forbes,? spoke on using art as a language last

based on the sacking of 13th-century Baghdad and the burning of
thatIslamic empire?s library, which

interacts with kids? perceptionsof
diversity, unity, cooperation, and
multiculturalism.Nowhere in his
stories is religion explicitly mentioned, and he includes characters

from over 99 different nations that
aim to communicate Islamic virtues universal in nature. ?It doesn?t
matter if you?re a girl or boy... all
that matters is the power you have
and whether you can help with the
problems today,? he said. ?This is
not about the past or present, but

about the future.?
Networks around the world
have picked up the comic strip
and now broadcast a TV series
based on the strip. It still has to
overcome

significant censorship

issues, however. Censors in Saudi

Arabia have refused to publish
the comics, charging that they
use ?un-Islamic? content. The
U.S. has also presented its share
of hurdles to broadcasting, and
big-namesponsors such as Lowes
have often had difficulty endorsing
the series.
Al-Mutawa hopes to break
down some of the linguistic barriers between the Western and
Muslim worlds. ?Although they
are separate cultures, both religions ultimately embrace the
same values,? he said. ?When we
encounter something new, we
try to put that experienceinto an
existing scheme. We become lazy.
My goal is to open up our minds
to something new.? n
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Community
Help

wanted

Help

Newton SKI/BOARD Shop
seeks P/T SHOP-Experienced
sales and backshop staff. Flexible hours, informal atmosphere,

some ski/equipment privileges,
indoor plumbing. Email Centreski@aol.com.

SPERMDONORS WANTED
Earn up to $1,200/ month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank?s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.
$$

$$

wanted

Used bicycle wanted. Mild to
moderate use preferred. A bright
paint color is desired. Willing to
pay variable price but will also
take it off your hands for free.
Please contact carljones@yahoo.

com if interested.

ACROSS

10

1 The grand
concert one has
47 strings
5 Teen hangout
poll
9
14 French
possessive
15 Chills and fever
16 'The Voice" judge
Green
17 Holdup device?
18 Party person

29

11

12

13

25

26

27

30

19 Communications
device

20 Question cads in
their cups?
23 Response to "Are
you serious?"
24 Gardner of old
films
25 Wow
28 Burden beasts of

48

158
62

49

59

60

61

164

63

burden?

32 Western
landscape feature
36 Vessel
designation
37 Weigh station

visitors

38 New Testament

book

39 Variable-yield
investment option
42 Passed-down
tales
43 CBS
newswoman

O'Donnell
45 Summer baby
46 Termini
47 Stumble over

plumbing gunk?
51 Brahms'sA?
52 View from
Marseille
53 To-do
58 Proper sort... or

a ciy upon
solving each of
this puzzle's

theme answers?

62 Canceled a
reservation,
Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

64
65
66

·

·

67
68

maybe
Waikiki's
whereabouts
Yankee great,
familiarly, with
'The"
Window box
bloom
"Exodus" novelist
US Open stadium

170

69

10/25/12

By Elizabeth A. Long

69 Post with carvings
70 Passe demo item
71 Scholarship factor

B-Li ne

DOWN

\u25a0\u25a0

NghtK

1 "Satisfied now?"

2" friend
unbosoms freely

Penn
3 Innkeeper's
offerings
4 Longstocking of
kiddie lit
5 Hawaiian for
"very strong"
6 All atwitter
7 Thick with
vegetation
8 Super-harmful
9 Serious
argument

components

10 Colorful duck
11 North Pacific

sockeye

12 Woodcutter Baba
13 Seek favor with
21 Feasts on
22 Garden outcast
26 Strange and then

some

27 Pluralizers
29 Society honoree
30 Waggish
31 Übangi tributary

·

you be the
applicant they can't
afford to bring on?
Or the one they
can't afford not to?

EXPRESS

to New York City from

Alewife & Riverside Stations!

?

Departures from Cambridge's Alewife Station
Riverside Station

?

Stops in the heart of Manhattan
Penn Station stop

&

Newton's

-

with connections to Long Island Railroad, New Jersey Transit,

NYC Subway and more
?

?

?

FREE Wifi service available on board
Comfortable, modern motorcoaches equipped with electrical
outlets and restrooms
Advance online booking discounts

Prices starting as low as $8.00!

The Emerging Leaders MBA at Bentley University is a full time,
two-year program designed specificallyfor recent or soon-to-be college graduates.

It provides a comprehensive foundation in business management, offering students
the chance to gain hands-on experience while specializing in one of eight businessfocused concentrations. So when your opportunity arrives, you'll be prepared to
make the most of it. Visit www.bentley.edu/graduate/elmba to learn more.

Get your seat today!
MEMBERS OF

BENTLEY
>

PREPARE to stand out.

UNIVERSITY
Waltham, Massachusetts 02452

CONNECTED/

\

COMFORT

/

\

CONVENIENT
AMERICAN BUS ASSOCIATION

AmericanBus Association

855.888.7156 \u25ba www.gobusboston.com
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY
We?re all proud of making little mistakes. It gives us the feeling we don?t make any
big ones.

Cheer passionately, but
be mindful of phrasing

-Andy Rooney (1919-2011), American television writer and

In light of Jerry York?s Letter to the Editor, The Heights asks
students to re-examine cheering on a national stage
In a Letter to the Editor published in this
issue, BostonCollegemen?s hockey coach Jerry
Yorkaddressedthe issue of our school?s cheering section at hockey games.He commented
on the fact that we as students, are a strong
representationof the University. While heand
the team fully appreciate the energyat Kelley
Rink, York also challenged the student body
to use its talentsin the right way by avoiding
the use ofoffensiveand immature cheers. It is
students? responsibilityto be proud of ourathletic program. We must remember, however,
to do so in an appropriatemanner. Especially
in terms of men?s hockey,BC sets thestandard
as the nation?s top team. This applies not only
to our athletes on the ice, but also to the fans
in the stands.
The Heights is in full support of York?s
statements. It is BC?s responsibility as a student body to promote and abide by a higher
standardofcharacter.BC must set an example
for our opposingteams, ratherthan contribute
to the childish nature that can occur at times
in the stands. Current students can create a
tradition for how future Superfans support
their teams.

BC hockey, especially with the current
NHL lockout, will be at the forefront for
hockey fans everywhere. As the reigning
national champions, the University will be in
the spotlight, and transcend beyond just the
studentbody. Alumni areproud to bring their
families to their almamater?s biggest spectator sport. Familiesfrom the Boston and New
England area, too, are proud of their local
team?s success and will continue to supportBC
as well. Students have a duty to respect those
fans, as wellas our opponents.Cheerpassionately, and cheer creatively, but be mindful of
thewordsyou choose.Represent yourselfand
your school in the best manner possible.
The Heights therefore agrees with York in
advising the student body to be creativewith
cheers,but at the sametime,tonot go against
the Jesuit attitudeby which our school is determinedto abide.BC is called to represent the
idealof men and women for others, and any
offensive cheering wouldbe counterintuitive
to that effort. Do not stoop downto the level
of opposing fans either.BC will do its talking
on the ice in our attempt for a second straight
title on the Heights.

This Halloween, dress
with respect
As the doubleHallo-weekendnears, The
Heights wouldlike to echo the sentiment
behind UGBC?s Dress with Respect campaign and encouragestudents to consider
themessagethey maybe sendingwith certain
Halloween costumes. The campaign, a collaborationbetweenthe AHANALeadership
Council, the GLBTQ Leadership Council,
and the UGBC Cabinet is designed to steer
students away from costumes that might
offend their peers based on race, religion,
or sexual orientation. Rather than telling
students what not to wear, the ultimate goal
of the campaign is to get students thinking
about the potential repercussions of their
costume decisions.
The Heights applauds the approach the
Dress with Respect campaign is taking by
placing the responsibility on students themselves to determineif a costume is offensive
or not. The organizers have chosen not to
tell people what to wear and what not to
wear because ultimatelyit?s just about using
one?s sensibility. We hopestudents willthink
about their actions, and have conversations

with theirfriends. If students are questioning
whether their costumes might be offensive,
we suggest getting someone else?s opinion,
maybe evensomeone outside their friend
group. We wholeheartedlyurge students to
have these kinds of productive discussions
because they can usually open one?s eyes to
a different perspective.
To those who may be offended for any
reason this Halloween season, The Heights
would like to remind them that more often
than not, the intentions of fellow students
were not malicious, but perhaps just ignorant. Therefore, it is the job of the offended
to speak up and let people know what?s
wrong with their costume and why it?s
offensive. The truth is that some students
might not have any idea they were being
distasteful, and if they did know, they
wouldbe upset.
Take a minute to have an honest
conversation this Halloween, remember
to consider your costume from a different perspective, and finally, pledge to
respect.

Mod Lot flooding begs
for long-term solution

mediately.
While we understand that the flooding
came as a bit of a surprise, and could not be
directly avoided,The Heightsstrongly encourages the administration to develop a better
strategy for responding to these types of occurrences in the future.
First, why were students not warned
of the flooding as it was occurring? Many
students were unaware flooding was taking
place. While therewas limitednotification to
students on Lower Campus byway of a public
address system, it wouldhave behooved the
Universityto addressthe issue bothearlierand
more directly, either by using the emergency
notification system to alertstudents to the
danger posed to theircars, orby sending out a
parkingadvisory email.While we understand
thatthe emergency notificationsystem should
be used with extreme discretion, advisory
emails are sent every Friday before a football
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The following letter is from Jerry York, Head Coach of Men?s Hockey:
To the students of Boston College:
I write to you today for two reasons. First, to thank

you for yet another outstandingdisplay of pride and
amazing support at our season-opening game against
Northeastern last Saturday. Raising the Championship Banner is always a very special time. The energy
and excitement of a packed Kelley Rink impacts our
locker room. We feed off of it. It never gets old.
Secondly, I write to challengeeach of you. BC
is a special place. As BC students you have amazing minds and great talents.When you support our
team, I ask that you put your talents to work. Think
creatively when joining together in unison to cheer
on the Eagles. Think creatively when coming up with
new chants and cheers. Continue to make things

judgmentin language.Please don?t curse. We travel
other arenas and hear things I never want to hear.
Our hockey program belongs to BC. It belongs to the
students, alums young and old, and fans alike. Game
day at BC is where we join together in pride. It should
be enjoyablefor everyone.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.
Thank you again for your support of Boston College
hockey. Please continue to take ownership of the
environment in which we compete, and continue to
make the Kelley Rink environment the most unique
in collegehockey.
to

Yours in hockey,
Jerry york

Head CoaCH, Men?s

team.

When

doing so, we only ask that you use

sound

The following letter is in response

game and other special events. Why could
they not also be sent out during a relatively
seriousemergency?the flooding of an entire
section of campus?especially when student
property is in danger?
Anothersolution wouldhavebeen opening
some of the floorsof the CommonwealthAvenue garagefor emergencyevacuation of cars
from theModLot. On Friday night, the garage
had numerous empty spots where students
could havemoved their cars to avoid damage
from the flood. Whilethis was already an optionfor students, they wouldhavehad to pay
for parking in the garages,and, as mentioned
previously, many students did not evenknow
flooding was occurring.
Resident undergraduate students who
purchase SRFparking passes pay $534 per semesterfor theright topark on Boston College
campus,and theiravailableparking spots are
extremelylimited?the ModLot, theSheaLot,
theEdmond?s Lot, andthe Newtonand Brighton Campusesin specifiedareas.That amount
of money for so few options is a significant
investment on the part of an undergraduate
student.Thesestudentshavepaidfor theright
to a parking spot thatdoesnot floodafter afew
hoursof rain. Or, at the very least, they should
be notifiedas soonas it does.

THE HEIGHTS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

interesting for your fellowfans and inspiring for our

With water damage to student property, The Heights
asks for examination of current parking system
Last Friday night, after a relatively brief
but intense period of rain, parts of the Mod
parking lot were under at least six inches of
water, and damage was inflicted on some
student vehicles. Whilethis is not a common
occurrence,it is also not unprecedented. The
Heights believes that this is a problem that
must be addressed by the administrationim-

SuzAnne SeverAnce/ HeigHTS illuSTrATiOn

?Go vote. It makes you feel big
and strong.? With those parting
words, Bob Scheiffer ended the
final 2012 Presidential debate. We
must heed these words as Ameri-

can voters, and especiallyhere
on a college campus. Though I

understand the perspective of the
Heights op-ed ?The Case
Against Voting,? I respectfully disagree. Voting is a right that few in
the world can exercise so freely as
here in the U.S. Across the world,

recent
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You only loop once
Thumbs
Up
The Maryland game- No
we aren?t thumbs-uping the
football team (that would
mean hell has frozen over),
but their jerseys. This game is
in honor of Wounded Warrior,
a charity that supports those
injured overseas, and Boston
College will be donning some
pretty sick patriotic uniforms
for the charity. Thumbs up
for supporting our troops,

and thumbs up for selling
Wounded Warrior gear in the
bookstore. Now BC students
can give back, and also have
some awesome ?Amurica?
tailgating gear on Shea.

Jesuit Anniversaries- Rev.
J. Donald Monan, S.J.; Rev.
William Russel, S.J.; and
Rev. James Bernauer S.J. celebrated 70, 60, and 50 years
in the Society of Jesus on Oct.
19,and Rev. Terry Devino, S.J.
and Rev. Paul McNellis celebrated25 yearsin thepriesthood. Although sometimes we
forget thatwe go to a Catholic
School (what?s that stat they
say on tours? That30 percent

of students don?t know BC
is Jesuit?), it is wonderful to
remember just how rich in
knowledge and experienceour
religious faculty members are.

Fathers?thank you so much
for all you?ve done for BC
through your research, your
teaching, and your religious

Tory from our unsavory hero?and 60 years
away from us?time travel is invented,per-

fected, and immediatelyoutlawed. Naturally,
it falls into the hands of mobsters, who begin

BOBBY WILLIAMS
If you saw Rian Johnson?s modern masterworkLooper when it debuted in theaters
earlier this month, chances are you?re still
thinking about it?and how could you not?
The film does to the science fiction thriller
what ChristopherNolan did to the superhero movie: elevates it to a state of cerebral,
uncompromising art. And that?s just the
cinematography.
Indeed, I could easily fill this column with
praise for Johnson?s exemplarycamera-work,
pacing, and first-rate cast?Joseph GordonLevitt and Bruce Willis positively shine in
theirstarring roles?but I wouldbe doing
you, the reader, a deepinjustice if I did not
dedicatethis articleto the film?s crowning
jewels:its concept, its plot, and, most important, its philosophicalagenda. If you have not
already seenLooper, block off two hours of
time this weekend and get yourself down to
Fenway; Save thisarticlefor the T-rideback
because spoilers are sure to follow.
Consider the phrase ?YOLO: You only
live once.? You?ve heard it in conversation,
seen it on t-shirts, and followed it across the
vast expanses of the Twitter-spherefor years.
So what exactlydoes it mean? And what,
possibly, does it have to do with Looper? For
the answers to both these questions, I direct
your attention to the film?s protagonist, Joe
Simmons.
An Americanliving in the year 2044, Joe
has an unusual job.He is a hit man tasked
with rubbing out the enemies of a monstrous
crime syndicate thatdoesn?t exist yet.
?

Thirty years down the timelineof human his-

the most
poignant and touching letters
about people with Down syndrome. One of his last lines?
?Well, Ms. Coulter, you, and
society, need to learn that
being compared to people

like me should be considered
a badge of honor.? Hook, line,
and sinker.

Thumbs
Down
The end of debates- Thank
the political gods, the last
debate is over. We are all for
candidatesgetting to air their

ideas, but social media has
made the debates one of the
most annoying

experiences,

second only to those times
where someone sits directly
next to you in the library and
decides to clip their toenails
while simultaneously eating
crunchy food. It?s not what the
candidates say, which is then

rehashed on social mediathat
annoys us, but rather those
who decide to ?livetweet? or
?liveupdate? their excellent
political commentary constantly throughout the debate.

As in the random kid who
was in our third grade class
and then moved to Kansas,

droppedout of college, bought
and updated his status
26 times on Tuesday night.
a gun

Or the other guy who tweeted
eight times in a 15-minute
period comparing Romney to
Stalin, despite the fact that
capitalism and communism
are about as opposite as you
can get.

Hockey Cheers- Men?s hockey
coach Jerry York sent The
Heights a letter today to ask us

end his lease on life. Older Joe returns to
his past in the hopes thathis account of the
future, will put things into perspective for
his depravedformerself. In one of thefilm?s
most intriguing scenes, both Joes sit across
from each other in an abandoneddiner to
discuss their collectivefuture. But to no avail:
Younger Joe resents his older self and, dismissing his sentimentality and veryexistence
as an inconvenience, tries desperatelyto
eradicate him. As youknow, younger Joehas
some serious celebratingto do.
In thepivotal diner scene and throughout
Looper,Rian Johnson expands on a philosophical critique frequentlylevied against the
mantra ?Carpe

Diem!? and its modern-day
equivalent, ?YOLO.? With the precision of a
geometricalproof, Johnson?s carefully crafted
narrative exposes this mindset as fatalism
in optimism?s clothes. For thefatalist, the
inevitabilityof deathinvites the pursuit of
any and all passions. What if, youmay rightly
ask, these passions harm oneself or others?
Irrelevant, answers the fatalist, you onlylive
once. Death, then,becomes the ultimate
excuser, removing the individualfrom civil,

moral, and personalresponsibility. As his
travels through time endowhim with a
certain wisdom, older Joecuts through this
fallaciousrhetoric and asserts thatdeath is
what?s irrelevant, not human accountability.
Made in real time, our choices defineour

futurelives and informour future selves. This
power?the power of volition, of free will?is
not to be squandered on deathbut poured
into life. With it, we can elect to not merely
live and die, but to liveand die well. You
only live once, I?ll grant you that. You might,
however, live longer than you think.Travel
through time accordingly.
Bobby Williams is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

The art of consolation

Schooling Ann Coulter- Ann
Coulteroffendedmany people
the other night when she publicly called President Obama a
retard on Twitter. A 30-year
old Special Olympian John
Franklin Stephens decided
to respond to this ignorance,
wrote one of

and sealing their own fate. What?s more, the
criminalmastermindsof tomorrow?s tomorrow makethis practice irresistibly attractive
to their victims. Once a Looper closeshis
loop, he is showered with wealth and given a
glorious,30-year vacation to dowhatever his
heart desires?which, in Joe?s case, is to drink,
smoke, steal, womanize, and get himself
helplesslyaddicted to the drugs of our future.
?Carpe Diem: seize the day!? urgehis superiors and colleagues.Because why not? You
onlylive once, afterall. Joe pulls the trigger on
himself without a moment of hesitation.
Through a chain of events that would
require 500 more wordsand a diagramto
explainfully, the future Joebreaks the loop,
evades his demise, and finds himselfsitting
face-to-facewith, well, himself. Surprisingly,
theolder Joe doesnot want to waste a single
second talkingabout time travel?he?s there
to talkabout ?YOLO.? Simultaneously at the
endand the beginningof his 30-yearrager,
older Joe is battle-wornand drainedof his
former vitality.Stillrecovering from a long
bout of drug abuseand agonizing withdrawal,
he tells his younger self that a woman will

learn to lovehim, clean him up, and restore
his humanity?just as mobsters arrive to

confessions
BERNADETTE DERON
My name is Bernadette,and I?m a
shopaholic. I know a lotof girls claimto
be shopaholics, but in my case it?s pretty
extreme. The thing that sets myself apart
from others is that while most suffer from
the quintessential?clothing and accessories
exclusive? type of shopaholism, I can walk
into any and every store andfind something to buy, which I claim is necessary
when it is actuallycompletely useless.
Let me paint you a picture. This past
Sundaymy roommate and I went to CVS
to pick up a few things for ourroom. I
didn?t think I was going to spendmore
than $3O or $4O. I ended up spending
almost $lOO on truly pointless things that I
justifiedI needed, which included a toddler
sized pop-up princess play castle, jack-o?lantern sippy cups, two bags of Kit-Kats,
two lipstick and blush combinations, and
a small battery-operatedmeditationfoun-

tain. A few other items that didn?t make
the cut to move into Walsh with me, but
were serious contenders, were several bags
of Goldfish, four bottles of nail polish, a
miniature chocolate fountain, and a 6-foot
tall light-up Grim Reaper. The only things
I ended up buying that I actually needed
were face wash, toner, and toiletpaper,

which didn?t even amount to half of my
total purchase cost. The cashier seemed
thoroughly entertainedby the diversity of
my purchases, if I do say so myself. The
worst part about this escapadewas that

guidance.

and

using it to hide bodies in the one placethey?re
sure a panoptical U.S. government won?t find
them:the past. Strapped and bound with bars
of precious silver, thoseunfortunate enough
to bezapped back three decades are discreetly
murderedby men like Joe and deprived of
their cargo as payment. Joe, in turn, lives a
lavishlifestyle thatstands in stark contrast to
thepoverty thatplagues the nation.
There?s justone catch: Joe?s next contract
is himself. As far as the paranoidmobsters are
concerned, the future existence of their 2044
employeesconstitutes physical evidence of a
veryserious crime. So in a strokeofmaniacal
genius, the crooks have their hit men ?close
their own loops,? killing their future selves

Shopaholic

you. Just forget aboutit and move on, I?m
sure they?ll

forget too, soon enough. And
justrelax?it?s not a big deal. At the end of
the day, thereare bigger things to worry
about.?
She squinted. It was as ifshe was trying
to examine me, like I was a specimen of

WILLIAM ADAMOWICZ
When we are emotionallydisrupted, we
turn to our friends andthepeople we love
in orderto reconcile our pain with the empathy of others. Despite the fact that there
is a certain disparity between the way men
and women respectively approach the art of
consolation, we are allalike in a profound
way that speaks to our condition as human
beings: no one ever wants to feellike a helpless bunny.
She was practically on the verge of tears.
?How is it that Nick practically gets a
parade to commemorate the number of
girls he?s slept with since we broke up, while
I?m basically madeout to be the Whore of
Babylonby all the girls on my floor??
She soundedvery adamant, so much so
that it was as if shehad never heard of the
double-standardin her life. I was reasonably
certain that her question was rhetorical, but
she was looking at me as if I was supposed
to say something back. I thought I could

lighten the mood with a little analogy:
?Well put it this way, if a key can open
a wholebunch of locks, it?s calleda master
key, right?
?Right.?
?But if a lock can be openedby a whole
bunch of keys well that?s just a crappy
?

?

lock.?
I was smiling. She wasn?t. Clearly, she did

appreciate the humor as I?d hoped. She
pursed her lips together giving me a halfnot

smile that said something like, that?s very
helpful, thanks for that. Then she carriedon
with her story.
?I mean, Ikissed two boys in a week.
It?s not THAT crazy! I had a bad break-up!
People do that! Next thing you know, I hear
people talkingabout how I contracted herpes. How I have 25 sex toys. Like, are you
serious? Who starts theserumors??
?Oh come on, it can?t be that bad.?
?It is that bad,? she replied, almost cutting me off. ?I mean, how is that fair? Tell
me howthat?s

fair. Please.?
I wasn?t tiredof the conversation in any
way,but the tone in my voice unintentionally changed as if to say, let?s sort this out
once and for all. The words started coming
out of my mouth and I followed along:
?Look. You can?t let those girls get to

some kind. I thought for a second that I may
have said exactly whatshe needed to hear,
but it was quickly apparent that this was not
the case. She leanedback in her chairand
crossed her arms together.

?You always do this!? she shouted.
Oh no, I definitely pressed the wrong button. Abort mission!
?Do what?? Ireplied, innocently,with my
best ?concerned face.?
She breathed in all the way and held her

breathfor a couple seconds like she was
about to explode on me?here it comes?but
justas I thought the worst was aboutto
come, she finally justlet out a long,exasperatedsigh. She got up and left without saying
goodbye, and I sat there, confused, breathing
in thefamiliar smell of coffeeand chemicalcleaningproducts, the two forever intertwined in an unhappymarriage ordained by
the goodpeopleat Starbucks.
Why did my conversation end so badly?
After all, I was only trying to help. When I
saw her again, a weeklater, she was herusual
self again.
?When I came to you for help the other
day, I didn?t need someone to tellme how
meaninglessmy problems are.?
?Well, I obviously didn?t mean it that
way?l justmeant that in a week you
wouldn?t be thinking about them anymore.?
?I know. And you were right. But I also
knew that before I even sat down with you.?
?Okay Then why come to me for advice
in thefirst place??
I didn?t understand.If the goal was not
some sort of resolution,wasn?t our conversation justa waste of time?
?That?s the thing. I never askedfor your
advice,? she said, ?I justneeded someone to
?

talk to.?
For the first time in my life, the difference
became clear.For all thoseyears, it was as if
I stoodbefore a work of van Gogh,unable
to make out what the thick, swirling streaks
of oil-paintrepresented.Despite my failed
approach, I wouldalways move closerand
closer, examining it as intricately as possible
but always coming up shorthanded. Instead,
what I should have been doing was to stand
backing, giving the situation the space it
deservedrather than imputing myself upon
it. Then, and only then, would I have been
able to see the ravine with the clarity that it

Autumn Arboreal Jealousy

BY KALEB KEATON

deserved.
I realize now that as I faced the art of
consoling a woman, I didnot takeinto account the fact that women and men are, by
nature, wireddifferently?that we do not
always desire the same things, even if the
situation might be the same. Whenever a girl
came to me with a problem, my male ego was
inclined to think that I was chosen to solve it.
The truth is while men seek consolationfor
specific answers, women often seek consolation as an end unto itself.
Since men divorce their emotions from
any sort of personal engagement, on a dayto-day basis, they protect themselves to a
certain extent. But because they block things
out, when everything finally comes to the
surface, men suffer cataclysmicbreakdowns.
Women, on the other hand, by gradually
opening the valve as things come to them,
only suffer as much as the last time they let
things out. The difference speaks to a much
broader condition thatrelates closely to the
proverbial double-standard.
When sexualpromiscuity is the issue,
women are cruel to one another. Women
punish other women for sleeping around
from an ethical standpoint. Men, on the
other hand,reward one another, but they are

cruel to eachother for not being promiscuous. The point here is not that one is better
or easier than the other, but rather that
many problems arise mostly from the fact
that women and men respond to what they
are told women and men shouldbelike
instead of how they actuallyare. If women
embraced more of their yang, and men more
of their yin, the world wouldbe a much

better place. Of course, in a worldwhere a
man sitting with his legs crossed means he?s
gay, embracing one?s feminine sidedoes not
come naturally. Likewise, in a worldwherea
woman cutting herhair short means she?s a
lesbian, embracing her masculine side is not
an easy task. Although the sexualidentitiesof
men and women are not likely to balance out
for many more centuries, merelyunderstanding the differences between men and women
can help us achieve such balance.
As I look back on my trialsand tribulations, I am gratefulto my malefriends for
hashing out solutionsto the particular problems I brought them. Likewise, I am thankful
to my female friends for

listening to whatever

is troubling my mind unconditionally,relieving me from the constant searchfor solutions
to the problems that have no answers.
William Adamowicz is a

staff columnist for

The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

when I walkedout of CVS, I didn?t feel the
need to gobackand return something. I
didn?t feel uneasy for spending a ridiculous
amount of money on nonsense (well, I did
feel a tiny bit uneasy), but the first thing
that I thought to myself was, ?I should have
bought thoseGoldfish.?
It just so happens that the day aftermy
CVS haul my other roommate asked if I
wanted to accompany her on a quicktrip
to Target. How could I resist? I decided
it was imperativeto stock up on cheap
bulk packs of toilet paper because trips to
Target rarely happened, and I also needed
shampoo and conditioner, so off we went.
The first thing I saw when I walked into
Target? A one and a half-poundHal-

loween-themedbox of Goldfish; on sale.
I had to get it. My roommate and I said
that we would spendno more than about
25 minutes at Target, so I wasted no time.
Within minutes I had fiveboxes of Lean
Pockets, several types of hair products, two

different colorsof cobwebsand a bag of
spidersfor Halloweendecorations, three
more bags of Kit Kats (these chocolate

covered wafers are my vice, askanyone),
alongwith the Goldfish, in my shopping
cart. I did end up putting more than halfof

these items back, but not everytrip I make
is as successful as this one. And it really
doesn?t matter what store I goto?whether
it?s Forever 21, Goodwill, Sephora, Saks,
the Boston College Bookstore, or even
Shaw?s, I never seem to walk out of a store
empty handed.

When

we left Target my roommate

to me, ?Bernadette, I?m

said
scared for when

you have an actual job.? This is not the first
time I have heard someone tell me this. My
mom hounds me about my reckless spending allthe time. She, too, is concerned with
what?s going to happento me once I get
a real job and am forced to truly support

myself. All throughout middleand high
school I would take whatever babysitting
money I madeand saved my lunch money
to go to Urban Outfitters afterschooland
rummage through thesale sections for no
particular reason. It?s worse now that I?m
in college and have a job, which makes me
almostfeel entitled to spend the money I
makebecause it?s my money, and why not
spendit? But to be honest, I?m concerned
about me too. It may not seem like it when
I?m out shopping, but when I goonline and
check my bank account a few days after
theseretail excursions, I seriously reconsider my life choices.
I don?t think I?m a lost cause, however.
My online shopping addictionhas been

reduced from making actualpurchases to
merely creating wish lists that will never
materialize.Andfor thoseof you who, like
myself, are suffering fromwhat I like to
call ?extreme juvenileshopaholism,? my
best piece of adviceis this: alwaysbring a
rational shoppingbuddy with you. I can?t
tell you how many times my roommate has

fully. Although we are certainly
in no position to ask students
to clean up their language, we
ask students to truly listen and
consider York?s message. As
Ron Burgundy would say: You
Stay Classy, BC.

saved me from nonsensical purchases, and
I thankher for stopping me every time. As
I try to put a positive spin on everything,
I will end by saying that while my shopping habits are pretty unhealthy, I?m still
young and don?t have too much to lose. I
definitely won?t beable get away with reckless spending for much longer, unless my
delusionof havingmore money to spend
than I actually do becomes reality.

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow@BCTUTD

Bernadette Deron is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

to remember to cheer respect-

opinions@bcheights.com.
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MARYLAND VS. BOSTONCOLLEGE
keys

to the gaMe

boston

college

1. Get the offense going early
2. Put pressure on the QB
3. Hang on to the ball
Maryland

1. Put pressure on Rettig
2. Big plays from Diggs
3. Establish the run on BC
players to

watch

boston college

Spaziani mixes up practice to increase intensity
Football, from AlO
against other starters and experiencedplayers, theEagles
have found the new practices to be revitalizing.
?I?m actually enjoying it because the intensity of practice is definitelymuch more tense than it used to be,? said
defensiveend Kasim Edebali. ?For example, on [Tuesday],
ones versus ones just coming after [each other], and the
intensity?s higher. I think we?re going to get better like
that, and ultimately get our first ACC win.?
This season, Spaziani has often said that, while the
scout team was doing thebest it could, it was never truly

replicating the offense or defense thatthe first team would
befacing on Saturday. Because of this, and the ramifications of five straight losses, the ideafor a new practice
formation came to light.
?[The scout team], as much effort as they try to give
you a good look, it doesn?t simulate the same as a starting ACC offense,? Edebali said. ?I think the entire team is
enjoying it because it?s a littlebit more competitive than
if you goagainst the scouts.?
The BC defense, whichranks 117 th (out of 120 FBS

teams) in total yards allowedper game with 508.71,
has been plaguedby a lack of execution and letting up
big plays throughout this season. The hope is that the
changein practice might ignite that defense by increasing the level of physicality and competition throughout

the week.
Maryland?s starting quarterback, Perry Hills, was
injured in last weekend?s game and was later declared
out for the rest of the season. Head coach Randy Edsall
has not named a starter for Saturday, but his decision
between DevinBurns and Caleb Rowe will come either
today or tomorrow.
While BC?s new practice may have been put in place
more to help the struggling defense, theoffensehas been
able to reap thebenefits as well.
?The competition level increases dramatically,? said
senior captain ChrisPantale. ?You?re not going to get the
same type of looks and effort that you?re going to get from
the scout team guys. It forces you to always give 100percent on a play. It?s forced us to work harderin practice.?

?It reallysteps the intensity up in practice,? said wide
receiver Alex Amidon. ?The competition goes up, andthe

speed of practice goes up with that.?

The first team offenseand defense practicing against
each other juststartedthis week, but theEagles have done
it before in summer training camp.
?It really had a summer feel to it, especiallygoing ones
against ones,? said quarterback Chase Rettig.?I think it?ll
be to our advantage.Getting some goodreps against each
-

other will help us for the game.?
Because of the increased intensity with the new drills,

the length of practices hasbeen shortened as well.
?It?s more efficient, and we?re getting better work out
of it,? Pantale said.
Spaziani saidhe wouldlikely pit the first teams against
each other in practices throughouttherest of the season,
but that he?d be reassessing it on a week-to-weekbasis.
?With our numbersthe waywe are out here,and where
we?re at in the season we?ll see how successful it is and
then reevaluate it,? Spaziani said. ?Nothing?s in stone.?
While the change sounds good in theory, the real
judgment of Spaziani?s decision will be left up to what
the scoreboard says after 60 minutes of play on Saturday
afternoon. n
?

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

offense
Andre Williams
Weight: 220
Height: 6? 0?
Position: RB
Year: Jr.

defense
Kasim Edebali
Weight: 258
Height: 6? 2?
Position: DE
Year: Jr.

Maryland

offense
Stephon Diggs

Weight: 185
Height: 6? 1?
Position: WR
Year: Fr.

Alex TrAuTwig / heighTs

Players still upbeat, offense looks to rebound
BY STEPHEN SIKORA
Heights Staff

defense
Joe Vellano
Weight: 285
Height: 6? 2?
Position: DE
Year: Sr.

outcoMes

boston college
will win if...
The offense can start scoring

early and the defense finds
away to hold Maryland to
under 20 points.

One might presume there?d be little hope, or upbeat
feelings,fromthe BostonCollegefootballplayers after 1-6
start to the 2012 season.
Yet at the team?s weekly media day on Wednesday,
the players were in a positive, confident, and lighthearted
mood.Each playerentered the media suite wearing one
of the special Wounded Warrior jerseysUnder Armour
designed for the game this weekend.
Lose thisSaturday against Maryland,though, andthat
attitudemay change. A loss would drop the Eagles to 1-7
on the year, but more importantly, a blowout in front of
homefans wouldend any enthusiasm the team has left.
Fifth year senior Nick Clancy, whoranks fourth in the
nation in tackles, doesn?t want that to happen.
?We have a winning tradition,? Clancysaid. ?My class
doesn?t want to be known as the class that screwed it

up.?

The offense, whichlooked as if it wouldcarry BC this
year,hasn?t been as successful thepast coupleof games as
it was to start the season. After scoring 30 points in four
of theirfirst five contests, the Eagles tallied a combined
total of only 24 against Florida State and Georgia Tech.
FSU has a dominantdefense that?s ranked second in the
nation, but Chase Rettig was only able to manage 122
passing yards in that game.
The slumping aerial attack continued in the first half

Its defense lives up to
expectations and creates
a tough environment for

Rettig to get comfortable in.

for live gaMe
coverage follow
us on twitter
@bcheightslive

againstGeorgia Tech, whenBC put up a mere threepoints earlier in the year, and looked as if he wouldemerge as
as it fell behind 28-3. But the offense charged back after
an outside deepthreat alongside the shifty Amidon, who
halftime, and scored two touchdowns in the span offour works from the slot. But Colemanonlyhas onlybrought in
minutes. Unfortunately, a fumble in the fourth quarter three catches for 42 yards in theprevious two games.
Instead, theEagles mayfind a second true receiver on
stopped any momentum the Eagles had, but the passing
game was at its best since the first half of the Clemson theirroster returning from injury. Bobby Swigert,who inigame.
tiallyplayed against Clemsonafter recovering from aknee
?We couldmove theball against [GeorgiaTech],? Rettig sprain, has produced 102 yards over the last two games.
said. ?It was third downs thatgaveus trouble.The guys on Tight end Chris Pantale saw his first action of the season
the offense, we canmove that ball when we need to. It?s last weekend, and responded with a touchdowncatch.
If BC has any chance to defend its snow-filled 28-17
justa matter of execution.?
The execution, though, has not been up to par of late. victory against Maryland last season, they?ll need to get
BC was 1-for-9on thirddownconversions in Atlanta, comsomeone else involved otherthan Amidon.
pared with the Yellow Jackets? 13-for-20 conversion rate.
Based on those numbers alone, it could have potentially Honoring the Wounded Warrior Project
been a worse loss for the Eagles.
The Eagleswillbe sporting a new look on Saturday,as
As he has been all year, Rettig is confident in the ofUnder Armourhascreatedcustom-madeuniforms forBC.
fense.The junior ranks thirdin the ACC in passing yards The uniform, whichhas images of an Americanflag across
per game,andwideoutAlex Amidonranksfifth in the nathe shoulders, is part of Under Armour?s UA Freedom
tion in receiving yards.Beyond thosetwo players, however, Initiative. The uniforms willbeauctionedoff withproceeds
offensive bright spots haven?t been so consistent.
going towardthe Wounded Warrior Project.
The lack of a steady run gamehas stalled the offense
?I think those people that serve our country, defend
us, our rights that we have here, deserve our utmost
at times. Running backAndre Williams has beensolid as
of late, but he only racked up 24 yards in the first half of respect,? said head coachFrank Spaziani. ?Any tribute we
the game at Georgia Tech, finishing with 51 yards and a can pay to them, as small as it is, is well-deserving.We try
fumble.Williams willcertainly be lookingto get back on to get that message across to our players. I understand it
trackSaturday.
as well as anybody. Hopefully the youth of America will
Six-foot-four wide receiver Johnathan Coleman had understand it, too.? n
a stretch of three straight games with a touchdowncatch
Greg Joyce contributedto thisreport.

Building a strong program
Building A Program, from

Maryland

will win if...

seniOr sTAff

Chris Pantale, who has been reestablishing himself after returning from injury, was targeted in the end zone by ChaseRettig on Saturday, and will likely be again vs. Maryland.

AlO

this squad isn?t on the verge of a tournabid next year, there will be trouble,
but it can be done, and these players will
actually have an advantageover Krzyzewski?s teams.
Unlike squads in the ?Bos, so many of
the top teams in college basketball roll
ment

sophomores with one
or two juniors or seniors. In two years,
out freshmen and

will have the advantage of starting all
juniors and seniors against these inexperienced squads. Also, the addition of
Syracuse, Pitt, and Notre Dame to the
BC

conference only adds more quality teams
for the Eagles to knock off. If BC can
notch three wins against the ACC?s top
five teams next year, then it?s a shoo-in
for the tournament.
Furthermore, Donahue has a complex
offensive system designed to create easy
buckets either at the rim or behind the

three-point line. With a year under their
belt, these players are only going to run
that system better and in two years, it
should be near perfect. If they can catch
fire from three at the right time, the
Eagles will be a dangeroustournament
team.

BC also has a hell of a coach in Donahue. His in-game coaching and management is up there with the elite coaches,
and the only real question about him
so far is whether or not the talent he?s
brought to Chestnut Hill can compete
in the ACC. If this sophomore class can
answer that question with a deep tournament run its senior season, then it opens
up a pipeline for talentedplayers just like

it did for Krzyzewski.

Austin Tedesco is the Asst. Sports Editor
The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.

for

DAniel lee
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Steve Donahue can use MikeKrzyzewski?s success asa model for BCbasketball.
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EDITORS? PICKS

The Week Ahead

Standings

Footballtriesto endits five-gamelosing
streakat home againstMaryland.Men?s
hockey has a home-and-homeagainst
UMassLowell.Women?s hockeyhosts a
two-gameserieswithMinnesota-Duluth.
Men?s soccer has a conferencematch
withVirginia.Miamifaces Boston in the
NBA?s Tuesdaynight homeopener.

Recap from Last Week

Austin Tedesco

23-12

Greg Joyce

21-14

Heights Staff

20-15

Chris Marino

18-17

Game of the Week

Football continued its losing streak
down at GeorgiaTech. Men?s hockey
shut out NortheasternonBanner Night.
Volleyballlost 3-0 to Georgia Tech in
straight sets. Field hockeywasdropped
by UConn, 5-1. Detroit swept the
Yankees and SanFranciso mounted a
comebackto reach the World Series.

Football

Guest Editor:
Alex Manta

Boston
College

Maryland vs.

Graphics Editor

Football:BC vs. Maryland

BC

BC

BC

M. Hockey: No. 1BC vs. No. 11 UMass Lowell(Series)

BC

BC

Split

BC

W. Hockey: No. 6BC vs. Minnesota-Duluth (Series)

Split

BC

Split

Split

On Saturday, the Boston Collegefootball team will
face Maryland in a game honoring the Wounded
Warriors Project. The Eagles come off a 37-17 loss
at Georgia Tech, while the Terps were narrowly
defeated by NC State last Saturday.Marylandis currently ranked 11th in the nation defensively, while
BC is still searching for its first conference win. One
factor in favorofthe Eagles is thelossof UM starting
quarterbackPerry Hills, whosuffered a season-ending ACL tear on Saturday.The Eagleswill once again
rely on the arm ofChaseRettig, who is averaging 274
yards a game through the air this season.

M. Soccer:BC vs. Virginia

BC

BC

BC

UVA

Saturday, 1 p.m.

Celtics

Celtics

Celtics

Heat

?This game is whatthe NBA has been missing:rivals wantingto win not just to get the
win, but because they actually dislike the
other team.?
Greg Joyce
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games

NBA:Miami Heat at Boston Celtics

Chris Marino
Assoc. Sports Editor

Austin Tedesco
Asst. Sports Editor

Alex Manta

Graphics Editor
Maryland

Eagles ready for Lowell
Men? Hockey, from

AlO

some confidence andconfirmed that their
highranking was no mistake. York spoke
about how his team has seeminglyturned
a corner after a rough start to the season,

but acknowledgedthat there is still a long
way to go.

?We?re just getting going,? York said.
?Obviously we would have liked to start
a little stronger, but I thought we showed
some real tough resolve with our comeback against UMass [Amherst]. But
we?re still just getting started. We need
to develop more as a team and do a lot
of things better. We?ve got a long way to
go still.?
Much of that development rests on
the shoulders of the Eagle defense.After
losingTommy Cross and Brian Dumoulin
to the pros and seeing Edwin Shea graduate after last season, BC was noticeably
thin on the blueline. It currently dresses
and gives significant minutes to three
true freshmen: Mike Matheson, Teddy
Doherty, and Colin Sullivan. The freshmen have all looked solid at times, but
York was quick to credit his upperclassmen for their early development, and

restated the fact thatthere is still a lot of
work to be done.
?We?ve leaned a lot on our upperclassmen,? York said. ?Pat [Wey], Patch [Alber], and Isaac [McCleod] have all really
had to do a lot for us early on. They?ve
done a good jobhelping out with some of
the freshmen and that?s been big for us.
As for the freshmen, it?s a growing process. We want them to contribute right
away,but we alsoknow they need time to
develop into complete players.?

The continued development of the
younger Eagles will determine just how
far they can go this season. While last
weekend was a glimpse as to just how
good they can be, the weekend series
against Lowell will go a long way to test
their consistency. The River Hawks are

likely more skilled than either team BC
has played so far and willprove a difficult
challengefor its young defense.Despite
appearing to be at a disadvantageon the
blue line, York looked at the upcoming
series as a great opportunity for some of
his players to get better.
?There are minutes to go around,? York
said. ?We just need guys to step up and
make some plays.? n

grAhAm beck

AlO

versity of Virginia, and Duke, and it came
down to that, even though they were all
similar in school and in soccer, being close
to my family and that I really liked Coach
(Foley) and I likedthe team, so I chose BC,?

McCaffrey said.
Coincidently, wanting to be close to her
family worked out extraordinarily well, as
McCaffrey?s older brother, James, decided
to playfootball at BC.
?What?s funny is that even though he?s
older than me, I committed here first,? Mc-

Caffrey said laughing.
Either way, having her brother here was
a hugeplus andmade the choicefeel like an
even betterfit.
The team itself has become an integral
part of McCaffrey?s college experience, as
she rooms with some of her teammates
as well. The group has bonded immensely

beck
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rates us [from other teams] is that everyone
on the team is best friends,? McCaffreysaid.

In the future, McCaffrey feels confident
in her squad, and has confidence in their

?Even though we have otherfriends too, if
you asked me who my best friends at school
were I?d say the entire women?s soccer team.
We have very similarpersonalities, andthat
wasn?t that case when I visitedother schools,
so I really like that aspect about us.?
As a student in the Carroll School of
Management, although she hasn?t reached
the point of declaring a major, McCaffrey
hopes to pursue a degree in finance or

abilities to succeed.
?I think we?ve proven that if we want
to, we can win a national championship,?
McCaffrey said. ?It?s not a coincidence that
we tied Stanford when they were No. 1 and
beat FSU.?
The team has earned a spot in the postseason ACC tournament, and McCaffrey
thinks that they will be able to carry the
momentum gained from the win over the
Seminoles into a successful tournament
run. Asfor herself, McCaffrey wants to keep
performingat a high levelfor her team, and
contribute to a W.
The Eagles will find out this weekend
where they are headedfor theirfirst ACC
postseason game, competing against
Maryland, Wake Forest or FSU in the
first round of the playoffs. Considering
that McCaffrey?s outstanding recent play
resulted in her being namedACC Player
of the Week on Monday, combined with
the effortsof the rest of theEagles squad, it
seems safe to say that the Eagles? postseason
looks bright. n

marketing.
When talkingabout thematchversus the
Seminoles, McCaffrey emphasized justhow
crucial the win was for the team.
?It was a much needed win, because we
had just lost three games in a row, and we
don?t do that, it just doesn?t happenhere, and
in those games we had been playing really

time off the field together. This close dynamic has proved to translateitself into the

well but it just wasn?t coming off,? she said.
A huge part of that win was that the entire team, from defense to offense, stepped
up and was able to contribute.
?Nobody thought we could do it, and

Eagles? play.
?We have a lot of talent, but what sepa-

especiallybecause we got those three goals,
it was good to shock everybody,? she said.

over their time at BC, and spends a lot of

grAhAm
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McCaffrey standing out as sophomore
McCaffrey, from

Alber is one of two seniors on the defense, and York is lookingfor his guidanceto lead the

/

Stephanie McCaffrey tallied a goalin BC?s upset over No. 1 Florida State last week, and is second on the teaminscoring, onlyto seniorKristie Mewis.

EAGLE ROUNDUP

Swimming dominates Invitational
BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights

Staff

men?s and women?s swimming
both took first place in the New England
Catholic Invitationalthispast weekend. The women?s team was led by Emily Downs, who finished
first in the 100-yardfreestyle, thirdin the200-yard
and 50-yard freestyles, and helped her team take
first in the 200-yard freestyle relay. Drew Cuttic
won first in the 1000-yardfreestyle for the men,
and Connor Stickney was part of two relay teams
that also tookfirst in their events.
The sailing team also earned a first-placefinish
at the Stu Nelson Trophy regatta. The Eagles won
with a totalof 157 points, 33 clearof second-place
finisher Tufts. StephanieHudson and Molly Clarke
lead the A division team with 76 points, while
Carolyn Naughton and Kate Wysocki took 81 as
the B division team.
The men?s tennis team bowed out of theUSTA/
ITA Northeast RegionalChampionshipsearlier this
week after the lastof theirmembers was eliminated
Boston College?s

teams

SCOREBOARD

from competition. MichaelMcGinnis and Jonathan
Radue each won their opening singles match, and
Billy Grokenberger paired with Phillip Nelson to
win in doubles, but each fell in the second round
and was eliminatedfrom play.
The men?s and women?s cross country teams
were impressive at the Brown University Rothenberg Race. The men?s team took fourth in the
competition, as the women?s side finished first out
of the five-team field in their last event before the
ACC Championship kicks off.
For their performances in the race, James
Newhouse and Elizabeth Hynes took home ACC
Performers of the Week. Newhouse ran a personal
best 26:04.9 in the 8K while Hynes finished first
place in the sk, beating 54 other runners by over
20 seconds.
Men?s golf finished sixth out of 12 teams at
the Wolfpack Intercollegiate,missing out on fifth
place by just one stroke. Sophomore Andy Mai
posted the best score for the Eagles, finishing the
tournament at plus-four overall, good for 20th
place. n

Atlanta,Ga. 10/20 M. Soccer

Football

BC
GT

17

37

M. Hockey

BC
5
UMASS 4

Rettig 264 yds 2 td
Washington 82 yds 2 td

BC
Duke

The men?s

Durham, N.C. 10/19

1
0

w. Soccer

Luthy 0 ga 4 sv BC
Belshaw 1 ga 3 sv FSU

3
2

Chestnut Hill, MA. 10/20 W. Hockey

Amherst, Ma. 10/19 M. Hockey

Mullane 2 g 1 a BC
Carzo 2 g NU
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swimming team took home first place this past weekend in the New England Catholic Invitational at thePlex.

Milner 0 ga 26 sv BC
ga 24 sv UNH

Rawlings 3

Newton, MA. 10/18
McCaffrey 1 g 1 a

w. Soccer

BC
Grubka 1 g Um

Newton, ma. 10/21

0
0

Durham, N.H. 10/20 W. Hockey

3
4

Trivigno 2 g

Vaattovaara 32 sv

BC
UNH

5
2

Gual 0 ga 3 sv
Lillard 0 ga 5 sv

Chestnut Hill, Ma. 10/21
Skarupa 2 g

Horn 1 g
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Eagles trying to carry
momentum to Lowell
BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights

Can BC
basketball be
a new Duke?

do it again Sunday,? York said. ?Lowell is
of our big rivals this year not just in
Hockey East, but on a national scale too.
So far we?ve gone into Matthews Arena
and the Mullins Center and played in
front of two great crowdsand we expect
the same at Tsongas. They?re a tough
team and we need to play our game.?
The Eagles? short season so far is
almost a contradiction of itself. After
being thoroughly outplayedby Northeastern for an entire gameand by UMass
one

Staff

The No. 1 Boston College men?s
hockey team returns to action this
weekend with a home-and-home series
against conference foe UMass Lowell.
After dropping their season opener and
looking shaky for two periods on Friday
night, the Eagles managed to pick up two
important early season wins last weekend
and regained the No. 1 overall ranking.
This weekend, they will travel to face the
No. 11 River Hawks in Lowell on Friday
night before returning to host a Sunday
afternoon game. With every point in
Hockey East play being so crucial, head
coach Jerry York understands the importance of this series.
?We?re looking to go in and play our
game on Friday and thencome back and

AUSTIN TEDESCO

Amherst for two periods, BC has looked
dominant over the last four periods of
play. Lowell, meanwhile, is currently
1-1-1 on the season that includes a 5-1
blowoutloss at the hands of Denver. The
River Hawks, however, are coming off a 31 win in their last game that has restored
grahambeck / heighTs ediTOr

DerekMatheson (5) is part of a young defense, one of threefreshmen holding down the blue line.

See Men?s Hockey, A9

How does a program get built? How
do you take a program that bounces
between decent years and down years,
and make it so that you?re competing
at a high level each and everyseason?
What?s the model?
For Boston College men?s basketball coach Steve Donahue, the career
of Duke?s Mike Krzyzewski lays out
the plan perfectly. For as long as most
BC students have been alive, the Blue

Devils have been a ranked team and a
championship contender almost every
year. But it wasn?t always like that.
When Krzyzewski took over in
1980, he inherited a Duke program
similar to the one that Donahue inheritedwhen he joinedBC three years
ago. Duke had won two ACC cham-

MARYLND

COLEG

VS. BOSTON

Saturday, 1:00 p.m. alumni stadium, Chestnut Hill, Mass.

pionships under Bill Foster before he
left for South Carolina, and BC had
made consecutive Sweet 16s with Al
Skinner and Jared Dudley in recent
years. There was some history, but

enough for either school to be a
household name.
Touting All-Americanand future
NBA player Gene Banks, Krzyzewski
led Duke to a 17-13 record and an NIT
not

appearance in his first season. Much
like Krzyzewski, Donahue rode first
round pick Reggie Jackson to a 19-11
record and a No. 1 seed in the NIT.

When both coaches lost their
predecessors? veterans the next year,

CHANGING THINGS UP

Daniel lee

After five straight losses, Spaziani decides to switch up practice before
BC faces Maryland, pitting the first team offense vs. the first team defense
practice yesterday. ?It?s somethingI?ve been
wanting to do for the last month, but with
the opponents, we couldn?t doit for a couple
ofweeksbecauseof the[triple] option. And

BY GREG JOYCE
Sports Editor
Having seen enough of the same lack
of execution over the last five games, head
coach Frank Spaziani decided to throw a
wrinkle into Boston College?s practices this
week in preparationfor Maryland. Thefirst

then I didn?t want to doit one weekand then
go back another way.?
Now that the Eagles are donefacing the
triple option, much to the defense?s relief,
Spaziani has implementedthe new change
in the way his team practices.
On Wednesday, the players seemed to be
happywith the mix-up, noting theincreased
intensity and preparationit brings.
?Coach Spaz thinks that if we can prac-

team offense is going up against the first
team defense in shorter practices, which

has infused a

new level of intensity and
competition into the entire squad.
?We had to change practice to shake
things up a little bit,? Spaziani said before
?

tice against a fast-paced offense?not to say
our scout team guys aren?t giving us good
looks, but if we?re playing the bestoffensive
guys onour team, I think that?s going to prepare us better for the game,? said fifth-year

linebacker Nick Clancy. ?That?s definitely
going to help us in terms of the speed of
the game.?
Usually, the first team offense and first
team defense practice against the scout
team, which is composed of backups who

often never see game action. By playing

See New Practice, A8
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-
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though, they struggled. Krzyzewski
went 10-17 in his next season. Donahue rolled out four freshman starters
last season and the squad went 9-22.
In his third season at Duke, Krzyzewski brought in Johnny Dawkins, Mark
Alarie, David Henderson, and Jay Bilas.
He would go on to launch the program with that class, but those players
logged a ton of minutes on the squad
that went 11-17. Tommy Amaker came
in the following year and helpedpush
the Blue Devils to a 24-10 record and
Krzyzewski?s first NCAA tournament
appearance. They lost in the first
round, but the next year they made
it to the tournament again, this time
losing in the secondround. Finally, in
Dawkins? and Bilas? senior year, the
Blue Devils won the ACC Championship and made the Final Four.
Krzyzewski lost his key senior class
the next season, but by that point it
didn?t matter. Duke was a national
name. That Final Four appearance
meant he no longer had to convince
kids to come to Duke and help him
build a program. Now he had a system

that recruits trusted.
For Donahue to be successful, this
sophomore class led by Ryan Anderson
and Dennis Clifford will need to make
their mark before they graduate, just
like Dawkins? class did at Duke. All
they need to do this season is show
improvement. The backcourt is loaded

after adding two key freshman guards
in OlivierHanlan and Joe Rahon. If

See Building A Program, A8

McCaffrey having breakout year as sophomore
After a key performance in BC?s upset of No. 1
FSU, McCaffrey looks to keep it up in postseason
BY FELICIA FIGUEIREDO
For The Heights
Last week, the Boston College women?s
the upset of the ACC

soccer team pulled off

when they overtook the top-ranked team
Florida State in an invigorating match. Not
onlywere theSeminoles No. 1, comparedto
theEagles? No. 24ranking, but they hadalso
spent the beginningof the season as an absolute powerhouse. In the 14 previous games,
the Seminoles only gave up three goals in
total?BC scored three goals in the match.
The Eagles also scored the first ACC goal
against the Seminoles of the year, ruining
their hopes for an undefeated season.
The entire BC squad played top-caliber
soccer, and was elevated by an outstanding
performance from sophomore Stephanie
McCaffrey, who provided both a critical

goal and an assist to keep the Eagles above
the Seminoles.
McCaffrey comes from an athleticfamily,
and grew up surrounded by sports.
?I grew up sandwiched in between two
brothers, so always whenI was growing up,
even if I wanted to stay insideandwatchTV,
my Dad always pushed me to gooutsideand
play sports,? McCaffrey said.
The athleticismdidn?t restrict itself to just
soccer, as McCaffrey playedmultiple sports
before focusing on soccer andbasketball in
her middle school years. In the end, when
the schedule of the two sports became too
conflicting, McCaffrey says that through a

?process

of elimination,? she decided that

soccer was the sport for her, and headed
to the extremely competitive club soccer

league.
Even as a freshman in high school, Mc-

Caffrey could see that she was playing at a
levelthat would potentiallyallowher to play
high-levelcollege soccer.
?The process was actuallyreally gradual,
but once [my club team] became freshmen
in high school, of everyone on my team, I
think 17 out of 18 players ended up going
Division 1, so being a part of that team
made me realize, that even though I wasn?t
the standout or anything, just being on that
team, it was kind of assumed you would go
Division 1,? she said.
The road to Chestnut Hill was also a
gradual one, as McCaffrey visited the campus for the first time as a recruit during her
sophomoreyear, andcommittedearly in her
junior year.Luckily for the Eagles, BC held a
lot of appealfor the budding star. A native of
Winchester, Mass., being able to stay close
to her family became a hugebonus point in
tipping the scales towardBC.
?I had narrowed it down to BC, Unigrahambeck / heighTs ediTOr

See McCaffrey, A9

Football Notebook
INSIDE SPORTS
The BC offense
face
THIS

Stephanie McCaffrey played a vital role in the upset ofNo. IFSU and is havinga breakout year.

Game of the Week

is preparing to
a stout
Editors' Picks
A9
The football team hopes to end its five-game losing
Football Preview Capsule A8
Maryland defense on 5aturday...............A8
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streak at home against the Terrapins A9
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When does
art simply

SCENE AND HEARD

BY: ALLIE
BROAS

go too far?

BRENNAN CARLEY
When does an artist cross the
line between sharing something
personal, and over-sharing to the
point of discomfort?And when do
we, as journalistsand even casual
listeners, actually have the right
to ask that question of the artists
themselves?
The reason I ask is because
of rapper Angel Haze?s new song
?Cleaning Out My Closet,? a
freestyle over Eminem?s classic
track, from her upcoming mixtape
Classick. As the familiar melody
kicks in, Haze tells a disturbing and
deeply personal story of rape, and
as listeners we are?in this case?clearly expected to accept this as
reality. She goes into detail about
her attacker, and over the course of
four minutes, recounts her story as
a cathartic way of coping.
?Cleaning Out My Closet? is
blunt and to the point, a difficult
listen for sure and not a song
listeners will be likely to return to
more than a couple of times, save
for to appreciate its boldness. It
stands in stark contrast to the work
of, say, Taylor Swift on her new album, Red?an album on which the
no-longer-countrystar ?quirkily?
takes her exes to task for treating
her so rudely.
Swift claims she won?t disclose
who each song is about and fans
coo about how cute it is that she?s
being so coy, but I think it?s a total
copout after several albums worth

of material exclusively devoted to

trashing the people she once dated.
What she calls art, I call prepackaged charm.
Haze, on the other hand, is no
stranger to putting herself fully on
display. On her excellent mixtape
Reservation, released this summer, the 21-year-old rapper spits
with the fury of a deeply wronged
woman. It?s both a mature and
animalistic sound, an experiment
in profound expressionism that
borders on disturbing but more often simply entrances with its lyrical
mastery and simplicity.
On ?Cleaning Out My Closet,?
however, some critics have already
argued that Haze has gone too far,
but it?s a tricky question due to the
very personal nature of its subject
matter. Who is an outsider to tell
an artist what he or she cannot
speak about in music, no matter
how disturbing or unpleasing the

2. JUSTIN TIES KNOT

1. APPLE?S iPAD MINI DEBUT

Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlaketiedthe knot this

Apple unveiled its newest addition to the iFamily, the iPad

week in a private ceremony in southern Italy.
Whilethe guest list was surprisingly devoidofcelebrities, funnymen Jimmy Fallon and Andy Samberg
were in attendance as the couple read theirvows at
the BorgoEgnazia Hotel. Notablyabsent? Justin?s former band mates andtheir respective turtlenecks.The
couple didn?t seem to mind,however, as they reportedly dancedthe night away,and JustinserenadedBiel
at the reception with a soon-to-be-released song.
past

Mini, this past week. This release coincides with the rise in
complaints of the iPad?s large size and the subsequent inability to play Temple Run during workmeetings. Apple has
respondedwith a new and inconspicuousiPad, coming in at
just under 8 inches tall and weighing only .68 pounds. The
new iPadalso promises thesame memoryas thethirdgenerationiPad and a 10-hour battery life, which will no doubtsend
their Google and Amazon competitors into a tizzy.

4.COULTER MAKES GAFFE
In more presidential news, conservative media
darling Ann Coulter proved once again why she is
one of the most revered political commentators of
our time. Coulter tweeted the following about the
debate on Mondaynight: ?I highly approve of Rom-

ney?s decision to be kind and gentle to the retard.?

Naturally, Coulter?s comment was met with outrage
from Democrats andRepublicansalike, condemning
Coulter?s use of theword as offensive, disrespectful,
and completely inappropriate. Much like a natural
disaster, Coulter?s ignorance allowedtweeters to put
politics aside and unite against a common enemy.

3. LINDSAY GETS POLITICAL

5. ELLEN GETS REWARDED

The final presidential debatetook place on Monday night,
and one of the most notablepersons won over by the presi-

While Mitt Romney and President Obama pawed at
each other in the Sunshine State, Ellen Degeneres took
to Washington, D.C. to receive the Mark Twain Prize for
American Humor at the John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts.The award,given annually to peoplewho

dent?s performance was noneother thanLindsay Lohan?a
previously declaredRomney supporter. LiLo provided the
Twitter world with entertainment, as her attempt to live
tweet the debate was interrupted either by a cocktail or a
realization that her knowledge of foreign policy expanded
only to Cabo. Regardless, it is safe to say that Barry will
sleepwell tonightknowing hehas the backing of a celebrity
so invested in his candidacy that she cannot even show up
to her own job.

contribute to society in wayssimilar to MarkTwain, has
reached its 15th yearof existence, with Tina Fey and Will
Ferrell as past recipients. JimmyKimmel and Jane Lynch
were on hand to celebrateDegeneres for her award, praising her as a fearless trailblazerfor women in comedy.

THE CRITICAL CURMUDGEON

@billyeichner (billy eichner,

comedian)

?do straight men know
about hocus pocus??

topic may be to observe?
It?s a fine line that music

journalism often stumbles on,
especially when it comes to female
artists. Men?save perhaps for
Frank Ocean, whose inclusion of
masculine pronouns set the rap
world aflutter in July?are rarely
criticizedfor their music?s subject
matters. One Direction repeat-

edly uses the line ?tonight let?s get
some,? on their new song, which
has been embraced by Top 40 and
their very young and impressionable fans without any major outlet
taking the group to task.
In the music world today, there?s
something totallyrefreshing about
a rapper actually delving into a
topic this profoundly raw and real.
Rather than dropping a boastful
track ala Rick Ross, a song about
drugs ala Lil Wayne, or a verse that
tries to sell listeners Ciroc over
and over again ala Diddy, Haze has
taken the time to carefully craft a
portrait of a damaged artist. It?s
brutal to listen to, but more than
adequatelyrips open some preconceived notions about what women
in music should and should not be
discussing in their songs.
Haze performed at several big
name showcases at

last week?s
CM J Festival in New York City, but
based off videofootage from the
events, the audience didn?t vibe
with her in any meaningful way.
Perhaps audiences? expectations
about music have been so lulled
that any songs that don?t incorporate the big themes of today?s
popular music?think drunk weekends, lots of money and success,
and falling in love?merely fall
upon deaf ears.
Angel Haze has a story to tell,
but first, she has an audience to
recondition.
Brennan Carley is the Arts & Review
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

@bluthquotes (?arrested

development,? tv series account)
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Post Velvet Underground, Lou Reed (center), an icon in the music world, was encouragedby David Bowie to pursue a solo career.

Lesser-knowns are the real drivers of the music world
MATT MAZZARI
A best friendof mine and I have an
ongoing conversation regarding artists who fall into that tier of ?musician?s
musicians.? As redundant as it sounds, it?s
quite the term of endearment. Musician?s musicians are behind-the-scenes
characters, yet are still consistently the
hardest workers in show biz. They?re the
performers who you?ll see listed in 20 categories on LP cover dedications: vocalist,
lead/rhythm guitar, composer, arranger,

producer,knob twiddler,rutabaga-twaddler the works. They?re the folks you
?

see show up at everyone else?s concerts
justfor kicks, or ?because I was in town.?
Musician?s musicians are often more important to the industry than they are to

the general public, but that doesn?t really
faze them.The most basic tenet of being
one is that the genre should benefit from
you,rather than the other way around.
Similarto being a ?man?s man,? being a
musician?s musician essentially means

you?re a real

class act.
First off, one clarification needs to be
made.Being a featured artist on eleventybajillion pop remixes does NOT make
you a musician?s musician. Pitbull can
shove it, for all I care. Marketing yourself
specifically as a co-performer just means
you lack the capacity to invent your own
material. A musician?s musician doesn?t
just make appearances, he makes plays. If
you bring him in for your album, he won?t
justrecord his own bit over your work
and peace out: he adopts the project as
his own, raising it to heights it otherwise

never

would?ve reached.

Some of the more prevalent musician?s musicians are easily spotted, like
David Bowie or Bruce Springsteen. These
are guys who use their massive platforms
to launch careers, shooting off talents
like the demented popcorn poppers of
the music world. When Lou Reed from

The Velvet Underground was down on
his luck, it was Bowie who lent him a
hand in producing Transformer, which
spawned the seediestdoo-wop hit to
ever get major radio play: ?Walk on the
Wild Side.? Springsteen has pawned off
songs for some of rock?s biggest names,
including Patti Smith?s ?Because the
Night.? Manfredd Mann can thank The
Boss for his No. 1 ?Blinded by The Light,?
and in turn everyone can thank Mann for
making the refrain sound like ?wrapped
up like a douche.? It?s ?revved up like a
deuce,? gosh dangit! Enunciate!
Entire bands can be musician?s
musicians. In fact, the band The Band
(a remarkably Bandy Band, as far as a
band?s band goes) cut its own records,
but is best known for beingarguably the
greatest backing group of all time. The
Animals, possibly the earliestself-acknowledging ?rock ?n? roll-ers? apart from
The Yardbirds or The Creation, went
into music production after their success
with ?House of the Rising Sun.? Shortly
thereafter, Chas Chandler discovered the
one and only Jimi Hendrix. Eric Burdon,
former Animals vocalist, also went on to
found War, I?m pretty sure while he was
wasted.
Then you have your session guys, your
musician?s musicians to the extreme.

?i am having a love
affair with this

ice cream sandwich
#adfood.?

People like organist Billie ?Fifth Beatle?
Preston have revolutionizedthe industry
from within. Being a studio musician

often gets you none of the glory, but the
people who do it well enough are prize
commodities. Having Hal Blaine or Carol
Kaye play on your album meant you?d
truly hit the big time. Either that or you
were about to.
One of my personal favorite musician?s musicians, Jeff Lynne of Electric
Light Orchestra (ELO), just released a
best-hits album this month called Mr.
Blue Sky: The Very Best of Electric Light
Orchestra, alongwith his cover album
Long Wave. Lynne, an English songwriter
most prolific in the 19705, was a close

friend of George Harrison, playing an
integralrole in one of Harrison?s most
powerful solo albums, Cloud Nine. He?s
co-written and produced for Tom Petty,
Roy Orbison, and countless other icons.
ELO pumped out big band swing-style

psychedelia like nobody?s business, but
Lynne?s impact on the music industry
means much more than that. His career
reminds us what making great music is
all about: imaginative, gifted people willing to work together as a team.
So remember your musician?s musicians, dearreaders. They?re the backbone
of the industry, the inspiration to your
favorite bands, and the legwork behind
your favorite songs. Music just wouldn?t
be the same without them.
MattMazzari is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

@kellyoxford (kelly oxford,

comedian)

?fun:

imagine romney,

obama, and bob are
just 3 old

dudes
around a table in a
food court.?
@dalailama (dalai lama, spiritual

leader)

?we need to encourage

an understanding

that inner peace

comes from relying
on human values like,
love, compassion,
tolerance, and
honesty.?

submit your favorite
tweets of the week

for consideration at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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POP CULTURE PRESIDENTS
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DAN SIERING | ASST. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR, SEAN KEELEY | HEIGHTS STAFF
GRAPHICS BY ALEX MANTA | HEIGHTS EDITOR, JOSEPH CASTLEN | HEIGHTS EDITOR, JORDAN PENTALERI | HEIGHTS
Tom Hanks is far from being the youngest, sexiest, or most alluring movie star. He?s not the
kind of celebrity whose every move and relationship is carefully scrutinizedby themedia. But
those things have never been what makes Hanks special. Instead, he is refreshingly egofree, and he doesn?t seem to crave fame the way so many celebrities do. Above all, he
seems like a normal guy, thekind of guy you would want to be friends with?or, as
is so often brought up during election season, thekind of guy you?d want to have

HANKSH/AM

a beer with.
Is there a more likeable star than Hanks? He?s a modern-day Jimmy Stewart, projecting a down-to-earthcharm and personable good nature that most
celebrities can?t pull off no matter how hard they try. President Hanks would

be the everyman candidate, effortlessly exuding the warmth, compassion and
relatability that so many candidates strive to demonstrate on the campaign,
trail. His easy rapport with others wouldbe an enormous asset for any president,
helping to forge strong diplomatic ties and pursue negotiations with even the most
dangerous worldleaders.
Looking for presidential qualifications? Throughout his long career, Tom Hanks
has personified the best aspects of the American character. As Forrest Gump, he was the
embodimentof American optimism and determination.As Captain Miller in Saving Private
Ryan, he represented the Greatest Generation, movingly depicting a schoolteacher whom wartime
turns into an uncommonly brave soldierandleader. In The Terminal, he was an Eastern European whose inability to officially enter
the U.S. resonated with thereal-life struggles of immigrants. He?s played a baseballcoach, a cowboy, an astronaut,and an FBI agent.
The next step is clear: it?s time for President Tom Hanks.
Not only does John Hamm play Don Draper, aman in charge sprinkled with a little bit (read: a
lot) of style in the AMC series Mad Men,but he?s also a stern, stand-up guy off screen.
He is articulateandcoulddeliver a fantasticState of theUnion addressin a
moment of crisis or joy.Sincehe?s accustomed to doing so many fake
advertising pitches in Mad Men, maybe he could even scribble
down some notes for his own presidential speech one of
these days, since we allknow that presidentsnever speak
their own words. He is congenial and hasfriends in high
places. While they are comedicfigures likePaul Rudd
and Kristen Wiig, it shows he has a softer,
more relatable side, and he can even
havereal friends?which some politicians seem to lack. He?s an absolute

charmer with that million-dollar
smile and thosesparkling eyes?which wouldn?t hurt our foreign
policy negotiations. While he
did work set design for a soft
core pornography film for a
briefperiod inhis lifebefore
becoming an actor (and a
politician!), it?s almost
certain that the campaign managers can
makethat a non-issue
soon enough.

He?s an all-American (born in St. Louis,
Missouri), handsome
he is our
generation?s JFK.
Plus, he?s not too hard on
the eyes, which will certainly
help attract some strong feman. Perhaps

male support.

If you?ve ever seen a good movie, the odds are that Meryl Streep had a hand in it in some way, shape,
or form. Her magnificent body of work includes such classics as Sophie?s Choice, Adaptation, The
Devil Wears Prada, and the JuliaChild biopic Julie and Julia. Streep carries herself with an
air of poise and grace that would make her a perfect candidatefor the Oval Office. Both
on and off the stage, Streep has shown that she has all the attributes of a great and
dignified leader, someone who could sympathize with the people but also lay down

the law when needed.
For a pristine example, look no further than her Oscar-winning role as the
legendary Margaret Thatcher in last year?s The Iron Lady. Streep emulated the stern
and stalwart tactics of the leading lady with such precision that it makes you wonder
how today?s world would manage if she deployed such tactics on them. Or look at her
infamous character in The Devil Wears Prada, where she ruled a vast media empire with a
cast-iron fist. Reprising such roles in a debateor political discussion wouldmake her opponents cower and quiver in theirboots. Who wouldreally be able to stand downPresident
Miranda Priestly?
Aside from having ice in her veins, Streep also has consistently proved over her career that she
is fully capable of empathizing with others. For example, her recent rendition of famed cookJulia
Child illustrated Streep?s uncanny ability to consistently emit a sweet, charming flair.It?s a skill that
would make her connect with the everyday American,be it man or woman, and allowher to emotionally
unite with even her fiercest political adversaries.
Of course, the icy and unflinching Priestly-Thatcher-like Commander-in-Chief would have to be offsetby amore empathetic,
soft-spoken vice presidential candidate. ViolaDavis is the perfect woman for the job. Having solidified her name among
the great leading ladies in Hollywood in recent years, Davis has
built acareer playing heartfelt characters, such as her fantastic
lead part as Aibileen Clark in The Help or her award-winning
cameo as a neglectful mother in Doubt. Davis would provide
a calming yin to Streep?s yang, a check to the balance.
If President Streep got out of line or went overboard
with her theatrics, V.D.?s levelheadednesswould bring her

TNI HEIGHTS
jIIMiSI IN

back to earth.

Jgl
HANKS lISTREEPI

Vote for Streep/Davis this election year. You won?t find
or can?t think up a

fiercer, sturdier, or
more lovable po-

litical pop culture combo.

STRE P/DAVIS
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STAR VALUE

KEEPING WITH
BY EMMA DONOVAN

THE CURRENT

Birdy looks to turn You

Tube views into fame

Spotted:
mysterious

Discovered on You Tube when she was just 12 years old, JasmineVan den Bogaerde,
who performs underherchildhood nicknameBirdy, has experienceda blur of huge and
unexpectedsuccess. Last year at age 15, she releasedher first, self-recorded demo, a
cover of Bon Iver?s ?Skinny Love,? which earned her 25 millionYou Tube hits.
The fascination with Birdy?s music can beattributed to her low, beautiful, chillinducing voice. This talent was proven with her debut album Birdy, a collection
of original interpretations of popular indie songs, which included such groups as
Phoenix, The xx, and The Postal Service. Recently, Birdy has been busy working
on some pretty significant projects. This past year her originalsong, ?Just a Game,?
was featured on The Hunger Games soundtrack, she?s shared producers with the
likes of the Arctic Monkeys, Adele, and Muse, and she?s recorded with Mumford
& Sons. Recently, the soft-spokensinger revealed to BBC that 25 years from now
she hopesto be travelling the worldselling out stadiums. At the rate she?s going,
that goal doesn?t seem too far out of reach.

meat stand

DAN SIERING

Let?s face it?it?s pretty hard to find
goodquality cuisine around Chestnut
Hill. So when I do come across a worthy
establishment near campus I feel an
obligationto let my audience in on the
secret.

This gem that I uncovered wasn?t just
PhOTOs

cOurTesy Of gOOgle images

the atmosphere was jovial,
and the food was absolutelymouth-watering. The best part of the experience is
that I came across this place purely out
of chance. Or maybe it was simply just
fate. Well, let me recap the serendipitous tale of uncovering this diamond in
the rough.
A couple Thursdays back, I had an
urge for a delicious ice cream treat,
so I made my way across the street to
White Mountain to get a milkshake. I
was on my way through campus when
I nearlyran into this little joint. The
aroma of the grilled meats filled the
air, and immediatelymy appetite for
dessert was switched for seared sausage
and chicken. It was as if some greater
outside force was pulling me toward the
restaurant?or should I say, the stand. I
couldn?t resist.
I walked up to the jollyattendant
and inquired about the selectionof the
bistro. The employeegraciouslypointed

Swiftly navigating online shopping
Developments in personal online shopping make life easier

According to theirkickstarter.compage, the
design brandBow and Drape claims thatthe average
woman has 22 garments in her closet thatshe doesn?t
wear. That is a lot of garments if you ask me, and a lot
of wastedmoney and shopping hours too. But I know
that I have them.That pair of jeans(or eight),that just
don?t fit right, that dress Ibought for an occasion at
the last minute, but I actuallyhate, the uglycardigan
that goeswith the lackluster dress?it?s all there,
and bunches of other garments that lay perpetually untouched. Seeing this problem with women?s
wardrobesand the utter lack of controlwe have, Bow
and Drape, formerly Zoora, took to kickstarter.com
to raise money to beginsomething new, right here in
Boston.

According to one of their founders, AubriePagano, they set out to ?reinvent retail altogether.? Sounds
like quite a challengefor a team of seven creative
minds plus one designer,but after surpassing their
goal, their site opened this week and Bow
and Drape is open for business. What makes them so
different, you may ask? How is this any betterthan
the hundreds, if not thousands, of onlineshopping
outletsthat already occupy so much of my time? I
have one wordfor you: customization. I love anything
custom. Yes, I can afford a monogrammed stickerfor
my laptop,but when it comes to custom outfits, they
are often out of manypeople?s price range, mine for
monetary

sure.

This is no longer the case. Bow and Drape seeks
to bring freedom of choiceand expressionto their

Their basiccollection is comprised
of six pieces?doesn?t soundlike much variety to
you? There are, in fact, over 3,000 possible waysto
customize these six pieces?that?s more than at any
store I am perusing these days. The ?Twiggy? is a shift
dress, with a classic boat neck, that is availablein
two fabrics; the ?Jackie? is a stretch cotton dress that
can be customized by changingnot only the length
and the skirt itself, but the entire bodice; the ?Diane,?
naturally, is the iconic wrap-dressmadefamous by
Diane von Furstenberg herself, but customizable
beyond your wildestdreams; the ?Gabrielle? is a
full lined jacket, with a more feminine touch than a
blazer, and availablepeplum addition; the ?Marilyn?
is the collection?s quintessential feminine skirt, cut to
customers.

is unlike any other I?ve had. The service
was superb,

FASHION FORWARD

THERESE TULLY

some hole-in-the-wallsleepy joint. This
place provided a unique experience that

theknee and available in two differentfabrics; and
last but hardly least, the ?Audrey? is a pencil skirt,
available in threedifferent lengths, perfect for any
and every woman.
From color, to fabric, to sleeves, bodice, length,
trim, and other details, each piece is uniquely yours.
But the site does not stop there?you can customize
scarves, in either a traditionalor infinity silhouette,
with different trims, from beading to leather?and
the site hopesto continue expanding in variety. For
every girl, there is an option, and all of these can be
playedand experimented with fromthe comfort of
your own home, without the frustration of havingto
goshopping for hours and hours only to come home
disappointed.

The site alsooffers a ?Shape Profile? to get every
woman started.User-friendly and super helpful, the
profile does the workof a personal shopperslash

upward to the sign above. In front of me
was an appetizing array of options?the
restaurant seemed to specialized in beef
and pork sausage, offering the likes of

super honest friend and helps you find the best shape
that will actually flatteryour body type. Can?t beat
that! Alsooffered is an online consultation via chat
with a site representative if you have more specific
questions, or need help determiningyour shape for
your profile. The site has all the perks of a personal
shopper,without the expense. Bow andDrape allows
every girl to feel special, and find a piece thatshe really likes.No more finding a piece and wishing it were
in another color or fabric?the power is now in your
hands. Bow and Drape will also send you, for free,
a kit at home to see fabric and color samples?talk
about customer service. The fall line is now ready to
order, and the pieces take abouttwo weeks to make,
which is not a bad turnover time for a custom piece.
Not only are the pieces customizable, but they
are also inherentlycool. These are not the building
blocks of a boring wardrobe. The in-house designer,
Sarah Parrott, has her own impressive credentials
that seriouslyshine through in this collection. A
contestant on NBC?s Fashion Star,Parrott is hardly
a designnovice,and has sold her wares to fashion
powerhouses such as H&M. She is a woman with
experiencewhoknows what women are looking for
in their wardrobes.
I am excited that thiselementof custom design is
being spread to the masses for a much more affordable pricepoint. Although perhapsnot as inexpensive
as Forever 21, thepieces are not outrageous, and I
hopeto make one an addition to my own wardrobe
(I definitely have my eye on that ?Gabrielle? jacket
coughcough Momand Dad). Take a look at the
site, and get inspiredby all of the possibilities, and
maybe consider donating some of those 22 pieces
layingaround that you don?t wear?you need to make
room for your new custom pieces, obviously!

dog.A
specialty chicken dishrounded out the

kielbasa, Italian sausage, and hot
menu.
at

decided to trust the smells and make
the purchase. The server then asked me
if I would prefer to add peppers to my
dish, which I presumed to be some sort

of new age fusion that the head chef
was spearheading.I took a chance and
agreed to the suggestion.
I dove into the meal immediately
upon getting it. I was by no means
disappointed.Wrapped in a warm and
cozy roll, the perfectly cooked beef link
blended seamlessly with the medley of
peppers. It was, simply, a perfect meal.
I was so envelopedand overwhelmed
by the meal, however, that I irresponsibly forgot to check the name of the establishment.I made a vow to myself to
begin a search for the stand so I could
spread the good word to my friends
and family. Yet, after several hours of

?

?

Therese Tully is an editor for The Heights.
She can be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

I elected to try the hot dog, which
$4 was a tad pricey. Nevertheless, I

PhOTOs cOurTesy Of gOOgle

Specialty websites are designed to customize the onlineshopping
experience by narrowing search optionsand tailoring to users?
body types and particular tastes.

research, I had found no leads.
I remained in a state of bewilderment until last weekend, when, at last,
I came across it again. It came after I
went out for a night on the town (aka
Comm. Ave.) and had indulged in a few
hoppy drinks. I was feeling right and
returning home when I smelt that magnificent smell once again. I turned the
corner and there it was?the same stand
and the same good-humoredemployee.
Out of habit, I chose the hot dog
with peppers and confidentlyforked
over the money. Perhaps recognizing
my recurring patronage, the attendant
suggested that I add the shop?s patented
sauce. I complied.
I really couldn?t imagine a mealbet-

than my first trip to the stand, but,
somehow, the second time exceededall
ter

Waka wants writers for the
new Heights Arts Blog!
Weekly Meetings
Sundays @ 4:30
McElroy 115
Come with ideas!

expectations, with the sauce adding a
special and sweet zing. I didn?t seem to
be the only one who was captured by

the soothing aroma,

as a boisterous line

piled up behind me. The food, it seems,

has the uncanny ability to get better and
more popular as the night grows longer.
It?s an anomaly that warrants a thorough investigation.
However, upon seeing a good friend,
I was quickly drawn into a conversation
and slowly pulled awayfrom the food.
Once again I had forgottento learnthe
name of this soon-to-be legendary cafe.
I was dejected and filled with a sense
of failure, only to find comfort with my
enchanting meal.
So, here I stand?obsessed with a restaurant that I can?t even name. I plead to
my readersfor any informationregarding
an establishment that fits this description. I feel that I am not the only one who
knows of this wellkept secret. Helpbring
this glisteningdiamond out of the rough.

Dan Siering is the Asst. Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Lamar?s ?good kid? enthralls with evocative Compton narrative

CHART TOPPERS

BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Heights Editor

is, it?ll drown you inevitably.Lamar
toes a tough line on every track of
goodkid, between beingtoo preachy

1 One More Night
Maroon 5
2 Gangnam Style

Kendrick Lamar is too good at
rapping. He?s too smart for hip-hop.
He?s the voice of a generation, he
knows it, and he?s too driven to let
anything get in his way. But for 12

and telling his story. The onlyreason
he comes out safe at the end is because he refuses to point the finger
and condemn others. The whole
album is his story and his experiences, and it?s tough to hate on him
for sharing that.

brilliant, difficult songs on his first
studio album good kid, m.A.A.d city,
Lamar looks back to a time whenhe
didn?t have any of that, backwhenall
he had was his city and his family.
He?s not too good in a hyperbolic
way. He?s simultaneously too good
for his own good and for everyone
else. Compton?s finest rhymer in
a decadeknows that this album, a
borderline classic, only has three

potential hits on it for the masses.

?Backseat Freestyle? leaves you
gasping for breath, he goes so hard
on his verses. In the story of the
album, a young Lamar is going off
on a beat to prove that his talent
can?t be touched. Good kid could
have been filled solelywith tracks
like this, technically perfect boasts
abouthis power and his women, and
he?d be up there as one of the most
famous rappers alive, but Lamar has
a mission andit?s not fame.
?Swimming Pools (Drank)? is
almost designed for a party, andit?s

probably been blasting at a bunch
since it released late this summer,
but it?s more of an indictment of alcohol than a celebration.As enticing
as the swimming pool full of liquor

SingleS

PSY
3 I Knew You Were
Trouble.
Taylor Swift
4 Some Nights
fun.

5 We Are Never Ever

Getting Back Together
Taylor Swift
6 As Long As You Love
Me
Justin Bieber
7 Too Close
Alex Clare
8 Die Young

The rest of the album tells the
story ofLamar?s rise through Comp-

The first half shows the city?s
with the
girls and the gangs he sees everywhere. ?The Art of Peer Pressure?
hints at Lamar?s discontent with the
violence,the crime andthe hate,but
he?s not ready to turn his back on it
yet. By the end of ?Money Trees,?
Lamar begins to become more aware
that this scene isn?t for him. He raps,
?Everybody gon? respect the shooter,
but the one in front of thegun lives
forever.? It?s another track that borcOurTesy Of inTerscOpe recOrds
ders on being preachy, but Lamar Kendrick Lamar?s debutalbum ?good kid, m.A.A.d. city? establishes him as a rapper to be reckoned with.
easy rhyming ?which switchesfrom
slowedall the waydownto turned all sandwichDrake?s beautifully, and it?s ?m.A.A.d city? when Lamar stops to stay true to his story and stay true
to himself.
the way up whilecontorting his voice another example of how dynamic immersing himself in the gang culand providing better lyrics than Lamar is. He can do what Drake ture and begins to question it. His
Goodkid is intentionallyinacceston.

newest star trying to fit in

most artists dream of?keeps you

enthralledrather than annoyed.
Drake shows up on ?Poetic Justice? to show another directionthat
Lamar turned his back on. Lamar
does his best Drake impression,
spending two verses rapping about
nothing but a girl and his struggles
with her. Surprisingly,his two verses

does, not quite as well but close
enough, but on the very next track

he?s back to the streets with his
homies.The allure of making Top 40
hitsabout women drew him in for a
second, but again, bigger andbetter
things are coming.
?Good Kid? begins the second
half of the album and leads into

HiiPower movement, which doesn?t
show up at all on goodkid because
this young Lamar doesn?t have it
in his life yet, is about questioning

things. It?s almost shocking that a
big-time rapper could go 12 tracks
on a debutalbum withoutmentioning his crew, TDE, or his movement,
but that was the only way for Lamar

Kesha

Top

AlbumS

1 Night Train
Jason Aldean
2 Babel

sible on the first listen. It?s supposed
to be a difficult album to listen to
from start to finish, but the payoff
is so sweet. Before Lamar can step
into the light and become the genius
voice of his generation, he had to
give clarity and truth to his own
voice. Goodkid accomplishes that,
and now he?s ready to take over. n

Mumford & Sons
3 Two Eleven
Brandy
4 Christmas with

Scotty McCreery
Scotty McCreery
Source:Billboard.com

Swift demonstrates newfound maturity on compelling ?Red?
BY JOHN WILEY
Heights Staff
To her skeptics, TaylorSwift?s music is antagonizing, participating in a
gender bias that?ll stop nowhereshort
of recasting original sin on Adam,

while also ironically weakening the
case of many feministideals.Forthem,

her work is plaguedwith naivete, its
appealstemming fromSwift?s bubbly,
innocent nature.However, herfourth
studio album, Red, makes it entirely
evident that Swiftis done coasting on
any starry-eyed persona. Instead, she
reposes herself (not without growing
pains) as a refreshingly genuine artist.

The album opens with ?State of

relationships(?You were nevera saint
/ And I loved the shades of wrong?).
for a generation that treats relation- Perhaps aneven greaterdevelopment,
Swift ditches the country genrealmost
ships not unlike their handheld devices (?All we know is touch and go?).
completelyfor a decidedlyalternative
Starting the album off on a new foot, pop sound on Red, a clear distinction
Swift quickly distances herself from from previous efforts.
victimization, and insteadreflects on
?Red,? the title trackof the album,
in
up
less-than-desirable offers a slightlycynicaland clearlymawhy sheends
tured view on love, with Swift opting
forfiery passion, markedby thealmost
inevitableburn-out (?Like the colors
in autumn / So bright justbefore they
Grace,? a loveballad expresslywritten

lose it all?). On occasion, Swift makes
Romney-esque references, namely
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Taylor Swift?s ?Red? shows the country-pop starlet expandingher musical palette and exploring mature new themes.

packed into this album (?A
all I?ll ever
be?). This all begs the question, how
horrible could John Mayer possibly
espresso

new notch on your belt is

be?

Swift beautifullycaptures the loss
of innocence with ?All Too Well,?
and although the song?s written in
her typical girl-meets-boy format,
the workings of it are almost entirely
introspective (?But you keep my old
scarf from that very first week /Because itremindsyouof innocence and
smells like me?). It?s Swiftreconciling
maturity with roots, and expresses

what some listeners will find out of both a fondnessfor and a resentment
touch (?His love is like driving a new towardthe past. With all herfocus on
Maserati down a dead-end street?),
relationships, it?s refreshing to see Red
but to others, these moments simply finally addressing Swift?s relationship
show that Swift?s songwriting isn?t in with herself.
?22,? a solid and effectivelybubbly
Kansas anymore.
After a long history of appealing effort, is a reminderof just howbizarre
to the 13-year-old girl worldview, beingbothSwiftand 22yearsold must
Swift moves on to slightly more mabe (?We?re happy, free, confused and
ture imagery (?I?ll do everything you
lonely in the best way / It?s miserable
say / If you say it with your hands?),
and magical, oh yeah?).
Theukulele-driven?Stay Stay Stay?
although when compared to industry standards, it?s like moving from
soundslike itbelongs on thecreditsof
Nickelodeon to the Disney Channel. a romantic comedy, but when Swift
describes a romantic interest putting
Regardless, Swift?s perspectives certainly have been tainted, and those on a football helmet when she conexhaustedby herlattesongwriting will cedes ?you should never leavea fight
be pleasantlysurprisedby the shotsof unresolved,? it?s endearingto see Swift

poking fun at herself. ?We Are Never
GettingBack Together? is the album?s
one exampleofSwift trying to beevery
16-year-oldgirl?s best friend, but it?s a
huge improvement from the painfully
juvenile tracks we?ve heard from her
in the past.
?The Last Time,? featuring Gary
Lightbody, and ?Everything Has
Changed,? featuring Ed Sheeran,
are two of the album?s most striking moments, both adopting a
sound similar to that of Sheeran?s
own album, Plus. Its minimalistic

production, paired with curiously
complex musicality is a promising
development for Swift. ?Everything
Has Changed? focuses on the simple

of ?opening up the door? for
symbolfor the chivalry
and interpersonal openness that
Swift celebrates in her music?it?s a
key strength of Red.
At 16 songs,Red feels a bit long.
Songs like ?Sad Beautiful Tragic?
and ?Starlight? probably shouldn?t
have madethe final cut. That being
said, Red otherwise is a compelling
package, an entertaining narrative
of a maturing artist. In an era when
Carly Rae Jepson can creep into
the top ten, Swift?s maturity is a
welcome development.n
act

someone, a

Gary Clark, Jr. embraces soulful blues-rock on ?Blak and Blu?
By

ARIANA IGNERI

more dominantin other songs. It sets

Heights Staff

With a smooth,soulful voice and
rollicking guitar skills on
his highly anticipated debutrelease
Blak and Blu, Gary Clark, Jr. is
more than just an authentic classic
rock reviver. He is an innovative,
modern artist?influenced by R&B
structures andsounds?who infuses
his style with elementsfrom both
genres, to create something that
reminisces over the past but is still
raucous,

very aware of the present. Clark
established himself as a full-fledged
guitar hero in Austin, Texas, bur-

nishing his image and hintingat his
rock-god talent by playing various
festivals through the early 2000s.
Now, working with Mike Elizondo
and Rob Cavallo to produce Blak
and Blu, Clark has both developed
his inimitable sound and solidified
his stance in not only one genre,but
in several.

Rock ?n? roll and bluesvibes cer-

tainly characterize the undertones
of this record, but Clark quickly
demonstrates in ?Ain?t Messin?
?Round,? thefirst track off Blak and
Blu, that he is a dexterous musician, cuttingin verysubtleneo-soul
features, which become noticeably

the stage for Clark. Brazenly,amidst
ebullienthorns, charging drums, and
blaring guitars, he proclaims, ?Ain?t
nobody else like me around.? And
he?s probablyright.
Paying tribute to the golden,
glory days of rock, to the days of
Woodstock, and to Jimi Hendrix
himself, Clark includes a number of
tracks that are very much resonant
of the era on Blak and Blu. In fact,
he even does a nine-minute cover
of Hendrix?s ?Third Stone From the
Sun? blended with Albert Collins?s
?If You Love Me Like You Say.? He
builds through the lengthy intro,
carrying the entire song on theneck

of his guitar, and eventuallylaunches
into a forceful blues refrain. ?Travis
County? has a similar authentic, vintage-rock feel to it. With its revvedup, electric power chords and its
souped-up, Chuck Berry-esque
cruising jam, ?Travis County? is an
irresistible, all-American, road-tripping track.
On both ?Glitter Ain?t Gold
(Jumpin? For Nothin?)? and ?Numb,?
Clark best exhibits his ability to
adroitlylayerbrightriffs androaring,
distortedguitars. Theformer is slamming and authoritative,yetit still sets
into a comfortablerhythm. ?Numb?

undeniablybrooding,relying on
single, compelling riff to forward
the song steadily on. Evocative and
emotional,Clark?s persuasive vocals
bleed into the blaring fuzz of theguitars?they?re sensual and pure, but
complement the tone of thetrack.
Though many songs on Blak and
Blu possess bluesy aspects, those
features are most evident on the
jamming song ?When My Train Pulls
In? and the propelling track ?Bright
Lights.? Both rely on very constant,
repetitive grooves that, inevitably,
is
a

vibe, it has a more Memphis-blues foundations. Therecord?s title track,
backbeat. ?You Saved Me,? too, is for example,enables him to display
steady and simple. Unlike the other his easy, suave vocals, completely
two songs, however, it has a very
forgoinghis guitar. ?Blak andBlu? is
current R&B sound to it, despiteits
groove-laden,with calm horns, cool
light, distorted guitars.
rhymes, and casual melodies. ?The
Clark laces these features into Life,? though, is the most distinct,
other songs on his album as well, unique Clark track. With its woozy
on certain tracks almost wholly keyboards, ruminating percussion,
departing from his rock ?n? roll and conversational versus, it has a

of hip-hop flair and a bit of
making it a straightforward,
radio-friendlysong.
Whether Clark is modestlyflirting
taste

R&B,

with hip-hop and R&B elements or
locking into classic-rock vibes, Blak

and Blu shows that he?s the epitome
of an artist comfortablein his style?comfortable enough to embrace his
roots and his potential too.

pervade everyfacet of the listener?s

being, until, without realizingit, the
listenerbegins to nod along,slipping
effortlessly into Clark?s persistent
groove.?Next Door Blues? is acoustic
old-schoolblues at itsfinest, though:
slick, swaggering, and toe-tapping.
Finding thisnicheandfluently rolling
with it seems to be an indisputable
skill of Clark?s.
But Blak and Blu isn?t entirely
tenacious, boisterous blues-rock?rather, it consists of several slower,
genre-jumping tracks also. For
example, ?Please Come Home,?
whereClarkromanticallycroons in a
flawlessfalsetto, is essentially a retro
balladwith a soul-pop tempo. Sultry
andrelaxed, ?Things Are Changing?
is similar, but instead of a vintage
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Gary Clark, Jr.?s new album ?Blak and Blu? turns classic rhythm and blues influences into innovative new styles.

RADIO SINGLES BY LUIZA JUSTUS
Far East Movement
?For All?

New Ivory
?All Around Me?

Gypsy & The Cat

?Bloom?
dream-chasing and uplifting words are the
themes of far east Movement?s brand new
song ?for All.? The upbeat rhythm and feelgood atmosphere of the group?s new single
stays awayfrom the party-centric theme of
their previous hit, ?like a g6.? Although this
new song probably won?t be played at theclubs
anytime soon, it still has hit potential due to its
heartwarming, optimistic essence.

The Australian duo gypsy & The Cat released
abrand new single this week,?Bloom.?
Although they haven?t been around for very
long, theindie pop band hasbeen impressing
with itsrich sound texture. ?Bloom? has a
dream-like feel to it. The singing blends into
theinstruments and creates a cohesive,
harmonious and pleasing tone. The song
sparkscuriosity as to the duo?s next move.

The new single ?All Around Me? by new
ivory is the type of song to fall in love with
at first listen. The song features regular
instrumentation and structure that you
would hear in a rock song, but uses these
features in away, creating an incredible
wall of sound. The tune is catchy and full of
feeling--exactly what we look for in a hearty
rock song.
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African & African Diaspora Studies Program presents
2012 "New Directions in African Diaspora Studies" Lecture Series

Birth Certificates, Fact Checkers, and the
Art of Negrospotting: A Look at Race,
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PATHWAY THROUGH BOSTON
BY CHARLOTTE PARISH

The lost art of

non-grid

streets with houses, and fea-

tures that look similar. It?s not a difficult

requirement in Boston, particularly

getting lost: a

meandering path
in
Getting lost doesn?t always have to be
a traumatic situation, particularly if you
find the right area of the city in which
to be a wanderer. Most importantly, the
area has to have a lot of crisscrossing,

around Harvard, since the school was
founded in 1636, and at the time builders
thought lettingtheir cows determinethe
road routes was a perfectly valid system.
Regardless, in the fall, the red brick
buildings of Harvard Square match the
foliage, and the beauty of the area derails
any attempts to have a pre-determined
destination.
Of course, that?s not to say there
aren?t a few points to gravitate toward,
and Petsi Pies is a magnetic point for
anyone with a sweet tooth.The self-proclaimed ?indie bakery? has been open for

almost a decade, and founder Renee
McLeod has expanded into savory
items?soups, sandwiches, and cof-

fee?at the Cambridge front. Those
are not what a first-timer should
sample, however. Apple pie, pecan
pie, and lemon meringue are a few
of the traditional offerings, but the
sweet pies branch out into apple-pearcranberry and sweet potato, while the
savory pies could be on any high-end
menu with offerings like butternut
squash, caramelized onions, gorgonzola, and walnuts, or spinach ricotta
with pine nuts.
And since a sweet tooth is a very
strong compass, just blocksfrom Petsi
Pies is a fairly obscure (keeping in
trend with Petsi?s ?indie? theme) yet
reallyadorablespecialty store: Follow
the Honey. Granted, a honey store is
not on everyone?s immediate must-see

list. But half of the fun in a meandering day is coming across random
storefronts with peculiar products
and histories. To this end, Follow the
Honey proclaims that it is ?not just a
store, it?s a honeybee-centric STORY
[an adventure!]. Illuminatingthe landscape are the wildlife and humanity
from whence its nectar flow originates. To this noble mission, Follow

The Honey travels the world bringing
phOTO COurTesy Of

GOOGIe imaGes

A unique specialty store, Follow the Honey, focuses on organic and local bee-inspiredproduce.

the finest of ?transparency of source?
honeys and bee-inspired offerings to
you and your sweet ones.?

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports
10/19/12 10/20/12
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The Donkey Show astounds audiences with a disco version of the classic ?Midsummer.?

With such a specific and

narrow

field, one has to wonderhow they stay
in business. Part of theirfoot traffic
undoubtedly comes from the popularity of The Donkey Show next door.
At 8 and 10:30 p.m. every Saturday
night, Club Oberon honors its name
inspiration with a critically acclaimed,
eccentric adaptation of A Midsummer
Night?s Dream with a glitter bomb

disco show complete with feather
boas, roller skates, and a mirrored
ball. Director Diane Paulus has created a one-of-a-kind show that is as

exhilaratingas it is unexpected. Unlike
Shakespeare?s character Bottom, getting lost in the woods of Cambridge
won?t leave roving travelers with a

magically altered donkey-head, but
perhaps a few ethereal memories.

n

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Grabbing a burger with Mr. Bartley

victim of beating found by officers on Brighton ave.
At about 2:16 a.m. on Oct. 19, the victim flagged down two officers who were driving on
Brighton Avenue near Islington Street. The victim appeared intoxicated and could not
answer questions intelligently when asked repeatedly what happened. Victim stated that
he was attacked by at leastfour males who punched and kicked him. Victim had a cut on
his head and complained of a side pain from being kicked while on the ground. He stated
his keys were missing. EMS unit A93 responded and took the victim to St. Elizabeth?s.

slight amnesia for jumped victim on Harvard street
At about 2:39 a.m., an officer responded to Brighton Avenue and Harvard Street for a
person who was jumped and bleeding from the head. Upon arrival, the officer spoke with
the victim who stated that he didnot rememberwhat happened, only thathe was punched
by two unkown males.The victim had a cut over his left eye and was brought to Beth Isreal
for evaluation.

Fraudulent activity at next Generation Realty
At about 1:03 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 20, two officers responded to a call about a disturbance at 311 Foster Street. Upon arriving, the officers observed about 125 people within
the dwelling. The officers made contact with the individual whoresides in the home and
advised him to ask his guests to leave the premises. While people were leaving the party,
officers observed a female who appearedto be under the legal drinking age andhad a beer
in her hand. An officer asked for her identification. She did not have any on her, but she
advised the officer that her date of birth was in 1994, making her 19 years of age. Officers
observed multiple large bottles of vodka, as well as multiple 30 packs of beer and a keg of
beer, set up throughout the apartment. Officers observed two tables in the basement with
red Solo cups set up in a manner that is consistent with the drinking game ?beer pong,?
and four funnels used for drinking copious amounts of beer at a fast rate were hanging on
the basement wall. Officers also observed strobe and dancing lights permanently affixed
to the basement ceiling. Also found on the premises was a sign that was the property of
Boston College. The apartment owner was advised he would be summoned to court to
answer to the charges of contributing to the delinquency of a minor.

-

Courtesy

of the Boston Police Department, District 14
Gathered by Charlotte Parish, Metro Editor
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BY CHARLOTTE PARISH
Metro Editor
Mr. Bartley?s Burger Cottage is a conundrum. The premise is simple, and 90 percent
of patrons will never stray from a burger and
a frappe into the menu?s bolder items, such as
their chilled gazpacho, tabbouleh, or fishcakes.
Yet they have worked out a flawlessly complex system that allows them to maximize the
quantity of dinners served while providing
each and every person with an unforgettable
experience in terms of atmosphere and taste.
There is always a line wrapped around the
corner of the building, but that shouldn?t deter
the hungry because the greeters who hand you
a menu and take your orderfrom the street
(the first way they expedite the feeding process
at Bartley?s) are very accurate with estimating
wait time. It might seem unbelievable that al5
person line will take only 10 minutes to disappear, but Mrs. Bartley?who still runs the floor
and seating arrangements herself?is never
wrong after 48 years of experienceat their
Harvard location. In that time, Bartley?s has
won a litter of awards, from perenniallybeing
named a ?Best of Boston? by The Boston Globe,
The Improper Bostonian, and Boston Magazine, to more far-flung fame and praise from
The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal,

Esquire, and The Food Network.

The reason for this widespread acclaim
simple: creativity. Beyond their innovative
ordering system?which combines the fastfood system of ordering before you?re seated
with Southern-style family tables and formal
restaurant quality?the burgers themselves beg
the question how anyone can just slap some
cheese, lettuce, and tomatoes on a pile of hamburger and call it a meal.
Their menu boasts a constantly rotating list of impressively designedburgers with
hilarious names. If you so please, you can dine
with Scott Brown, Tom Brady (with the tagline
is

?Ladies, make a pass at this?), and Oprah in
one

evening?that is, if you would like burgers

topped with bacon, American cheese, grilled
onions, and

jalapenos;cheddar, guacamole,let-

Of GOOGIe imaGes

tuce, tomato, and red onions; and BBQ sauce,
bacon, grilled onions, and baked beans, respectively.Bartley?s constantlyupdates their names
and offerings to play off of current events, and
now feature the iPhone (?Siri?ously delicious,
ask her) and The Joe Kennedy 111 (a liberal
amount of burger).
Many of the celebrityburgers get their

Location: 133 Harvard Avenue
cuisine: American/Family
signature Dish: Joseph Kennedy
atmosphere:

111

7/10

average entree: $lO

overaLL experience: B+

names from actual past patrons, such as

John-

ny Cash, Jacqueline Onassis, Bob Dylan, Joan
Baez, Bill Belichick, Al Pacino, Adam Sandler,
Tom Werner, and Katie Couric.
The aesthetic alone is enough to make every
meal at Bartley?s feel like dinner theater. However, to ignore the total mastery of their niche
is to neglect the best part of Bartley?s. Every
singleburger on their menu is crafted to ex-

plodewith flavor, many combinationsof which
might be unusual or skepticism-worthy at first
glance, but ultimatelyprove mind numbing.
The only problem in such a high-volume,
high-energyplace is that although waiters will
always ask how you like your burger cooked,
the likelihood thatthere will be anything much
different from medium is slim. But that?s a
small price to pay for the geniuses who can
work pepper jack, chili, salsa, and sour cream
all onto a burger that still looks (and tastes)
like a masterpiece. Note of caution: they make
no promises on the burger staying pristine
after you take the first bite?napkins and Purell
are recommended.n
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BC women?s rowing
Presidential improves to fifth place
Mind Yo? Business

debate won
by China

MARC FRANCIS
China was mentioned 35 times in the
most recent presidential debate.Both
Barack Obamaand Mitt Romney have
expressedtheirdiscontentment with the
Chinese government throughout their
respective campaigns, but if there was
one winner at Mondaynight?s debate, it
was, indeed, China.
Let?s face it?even in modern day
peer-to-peer interactions, there are

jokes made about the Asian population,
specifically the Chinese, usually for their
unmatched workethic. Yet underneath
these jests, there definitely lies a sense of
fear?or at the veryleast, intimidation.A
large portion of Americans are probably
so uninformed on the matter that they
perceive China as a threat to the wellbeing of the United States solely because
of what they gatherfrom jokes and daily
conversation.

Harvard?s Voice magazine was even
recently compelled to issue an apology
concerning ?hurtful? remarks made
about theschool?s Asian population.
The controversy arose from an article
titled ?5 PeopleYou?ll See at Pre-Interview Receptions,? commenting on ?the
Asian contingent at every pre-interview
reception.? The author wrote that ?They
dress in the same way (satin blouse with
pencil skirt for girls, suits with skinny ties

for boys), talk in the same sort-of gushy,
sort-of whiny manner, and have the
same concentrations and sky-high GPAs.
They?re practicallyindistinguishable
from one another, but it?s OK.? Poking
fun at the aggressiveness of the Asian
population in terms of academics and the
professional world only reveals the envy
of the writer and all those who partake in

such

Head of the Charles, from 810
From the banks of the river, people of

all ages congregatedalong the triple-arch
bridges that intermittently cross the racecourse. Some stood and cheered, leaning
over the edges, while some even sat on
the sidesof the bridges withlegs dangling
precariously in the wind.Boston?s stereotypically cold weather was nowhere to
be found during the two-day festivities:
As race-goers were offered a glimpse of
warmer months, the edges of the river
were brimming with smiles, chatter, and
cheers as wellas souvenirs, samplings of
local fare, sweets, and treats of all kinds.
The atmosphere was, to say the least, an
invigorating taste of the spirit of competition and camaraderie.
Althoughit may seem to be just another

of Boston?s beloved traditions, the race is
actually muchyounger than many would
guess?the first one was held on Oct. 16,
1965 and was hosted by members of the
Cambridge Boat Club at the urging of a
Harvard sculling instructor. Despite its
youth, it is treated as a historic tradition
nonetheless. Over the last 48 years, the
race has grown to be the largest two-day
regatta in the world, and attracts not only
American teams, but also international
competitors. In addition, rowers of all
ages can participate in a variety of race
classes, includingyouth, club, collegiate,
championship, and senior and grand
master. Championshipraces are the most
prestigious,with the best in theworld vying for titles.For example, the U.S. Rowing women?s team took the first-place
title for the Women?s Championship
8-plus over the Women?s Great Eight, a
team composed of eight Olympic scullers
rowing under the CambridgeBoat Club.
This year?s award was an attractive addition to the U.S. gold medal recently
acquired at the London Olympics. They
competed against teams that included
the University of Virginia, which won
the event last year but placed third in
this year?s standings, and the Rowing
Canada Aviron, which raced with its
complete silver medalist team from the
recent Olympics.
Many college teams competed in the
Head of the Charles, and Boston College
was well-representedin the rankings. The

comments.

My family is from an area of Brooklyn, N.Y. that is currently more than 50
percent Chinese, whilethere was not

single threadof diversity during the
time my mother was growing up. Over
the last decade or so, the community
has hosted several programs to unite
a

the diverse populationsnow occupying the area. Local leadershave had to

battle the feelings of encroachmentand
loss of communalidentity that theolder
citizens were experiencing. So, when you
combine the growing Chinese population
in the United States with all thepolitical talk of China?s threat to America?s
economy, a general stigma is inevitable.
Obama and Romney are very well aware
of this stigma and are throwing the word
?China? around in hopes of garnering
extra votes.

?China has been a currency manipulator for years and years and years. And
the president has a regular opportunity
to labelthem as a currency manipulator, but refuses to do so. On day one, I
will label China a currency manipulator,? Romney stated. Calling China a

?currency manipulator? and saying that

women?s team, which operates as a varsity
sport, improved significantly from last
year?s 16th place in the Club 8, placing
fifth this year with a time of 17:32.903,
43.26 seconds behind Yale?s first place,
which finished with a time of 16:49.643.
The women?s team also pulled in sixth
for the Club 4-plus event, with a time
of 19:32.664?in 2011, the team placed
third, earning a bronze medal. And for
the first time, a women?s boat competed
in the Alumnae Eight event, coming in
23rd out of 34 contenders, with a time
of 19:38.118. Finally, a BC women?s eight
boat participated in the Women?s Championship 8-plus race, placing 27th among
the competitors. The Championship races
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The Boston Public Library will serve as a central locationfor Boston Book Festival events.

BBF to host many authors

Over the last 48 years,

BBF, from

Writing the War
Veterans including poet Colin Halloran,
authorof thepoetry collectionShortlyThereafter, will meet in the Boston Public Library
at 11:30a.m. to discussthe literature?s role in
civilian life. If one is a fan of Tim O?Brien?s
The Things They Carried or even Kurt
bring together some of the best teams in Vonnegut?s Slaughterhouse-Five,oneshould
the world, and therefore presented one of takethetimeto hearthe impact ofsuch works
the more heated competitions during the on actual veterans.
GreatBrits and Books
two-day event. The men?s team, though a
This event willbe especially dearto a cerclub sport under BC?s athletic program,
teams
tainbreedof
literary nerd?the type thatgrew
also competed against varsity
from
other schools. BC men finished in 10th up imagining themselves matchmaking like
place in the Collegiate 8-plus, which Jane Austen?s Emma Woodhouseor becoming
tookplace Sunday afternoon, with a time gentlemenlikeCharlesDickens?s Pip. Hosted
of 16:15.
at 12:30 p.m. in the Boston Public Library,
Interestingly enough, the name of GreatBrits andBooks will host a discussionon
the regatta is actually descriptive of the thesignificance of Britishliterature.Onesegcourse?a ?head? race is approximately
ment of this discussion will beled by Rachel
three miles in length, with boats racing Brownstein on her book Why Jane Austen?
primarily against the clock, then each
and another willbe ledby Leah Price, author
other. The winner gains the honorary title
of How to Do Things with Books in Victorian
as ?head of the river,? or in this case, the
Britain. This will be a particularly interesting
?head of the Charles.? While the compeon the esteem in which theBritish
tition is fierce, rowing is undoubtedly a discussion
graceful and very well-mannered sport, heldbooks of allkinds. Forfans of Brit J.R.R.
which in turn preserves something about Tolkien, it would be worth the while to visit
the nature of traditionthat is rapidly being The Hobbit:There and Back Againat 11 a.m.
lost among other sports competitions. in the Boston Common Hotel.
Black Culture: Music and More
This past weekendshowed evidence that
At 1:45 p.m. in the Boston Common Hothe Head of the Charles not only gives
people an excuse to show pride in their tel, this event will strive to find the synthesis
school or their country, but also in the between the literary and the musical. The
history and the past that their city has event will be hosted by composer William
consciously maintained and continued Banfield, author of Representing Black Muto celebrate over the years. n
sic Culture. Emily Bernard will discuss her

the race has grown to be
the largest two-day regatta in the world.

Carl Van Vechten and the Harlem Renaissance, a particularly interesting meditation
on the revolutionary Van Vechten, a white
man who swam amongst the predominately
black cultural movements, maintaining a
correspondence with the famous Langston
Hughes. This event will also include musical
performances, which will serveas a greatway
to break up the day.
The Brain: Thinking About Thinking
The Boston Book Festival is not just for
literary nerds. At 2:30 p.m. in the Trinity
Sanctuary,science geeks will get theirchance
to shine. Speakers will include Nobel Prize
winner Eric Kandel on his Age of Insight,
and futurist Ray Kurzweil will discuss his
stimulating How to Create a Mind, which
will be released in November. Both Kandel
andKurzweilinvitescience to dance alongthe
edge of philosophy, with Kandel discussing
the brain?s perception of art and Kurzweil
assessing human potential to mechanically
recreate facets of a human brain in the notso-distantfuture.
Poems and Pints
This event is a great timeto stop andhave
a beer over some poetry in Cuffs at the Back
Bay Hotel at 5:30 p.m. If one is not legally
ableto drink,a dayat thebookfestival would
still not be complete without paying homage
to one of theworld?s most important literary
traditions.Readerssuch asNick Flynn, author
of the poetry collection Captain Asks for a
Show of Hands, willlikelystand to show that
poetry isstillmodern andverymuchalive. To
hear poetry and storiesfrom younger voices,
visit theOld SouthChurch at 4 p.m. for Page
and Stage: Teen Spoken Word. n

Janet Mock leads discussion on empowering GLBTQ members
played deep interest in the new movement that focus on the issue of intersectionality?HGßC recognizes the link between
takingplace in which the GLBTQ community is creating its own media: ?HGBC is race and sexuality, and aims to promote
projects, including the Girls Like Us camembodyingthis new movement of self-reli- healthy livingthrough acceptance, educapaign and the writing of her autobiography ance as it creates its own resources to reach tion, and counseling. Some of the local
she has also been commendedfor her out to young people at this intersection of organizations represented at the conference includedDot Well, Action for Boston
work with theHetrick-MartinInstitute, an sexualityand ethnicity,? she said. Afterleavorganization dedicatedto serving the New ing her position at People in July to work Community Development (ABCD), and
York GLBTQ community.
on her upcoming memoir, Mock has been
Gay and LesbianAdvocatesand Defenders
When asked to discuss her views on travelingacross the country, preaching her (GLAD). Dot Well discussedthe workof its
the importance of the GLBTQ commulife story and plans for a more prosperous two centers, the Codman Square Health
nity in the professional world, specifically future. Her book, titled Fish Food, discusses and the Dorchester House Multi-Service
journalism, Mock stated that, ?Any good her journey in the context of intersecting Center, and its efforts to improve the finewsroom would want to promote diverissues. Gender and sexuality are only two
nancialand physical health of its members.
sity. Our worldbecomes more acquainted aspects of a person?Mock explores these ABCD also spoke about the components
with each other through diversity and it is topics within the entire realm of the huof a healthy person, but with an emphasis
man being.
on the spiritual qualities of an individual.
beneficial to reflect every kind of population.? Throughher studies at the University
Mock?s speech was a reflection of the While most organizations present were
of Hawaii and New YorkUniversity, andher purpose of the entire conference?to inmore geared toward its individual memwork for People?s Features section, Mock spire self-awareness, love, and knowledge. bers, GLAD represents the entire GLBTQ
attained the skills necessary to be a leader Founded in 2009, HGBC is one of the populationas ?New England?s leadinglegal
in the current journalistic world. She disfew non-profit organizations in Boston rights organization dedicated to ending

HGBC, from 810

-

discrimination based on sexual orientation, HIV status, and gender identity and
expression.? HGBC managed to host a
series of diverse groups,all working toward
improving its members? financial, physical,
and legal wellbeing.
?Choosing to love me is the best gift I
could give myself. Go forth without ever
dimming your light,? Mock, filled with
an almost tangible sense of self-assuredness, ended her speech. Her message of
self-love is contingent on the ability to
love others. She put forth the concept of

taking care of ?your own,? and referenced
first lady Michelle Obama?s speech at the
2012 Democratic National Convention:
once you enter the door of opportunity,
?You do not slam it shut behind you. No.
You reach back.? Mock declared that we
should never forget those we leavebehind,
because only as a community may people
move forward. n

?China is both an adversary, but also a
potential partner,? Romney managed to
grab the attention of severalpublications.
The Huffington Post posted an article

titled?The 4 Dumbest Things Obama
And Romney Say About China.? The
?dumb things? cited include calling China
a currency manipulator, stating that we
owe too much money to China, thinking
that higher tariffs will teach China a lesson, and believing that the U.S. can take
jobs back from China. Romney has been
hailed as being largely uninformedwhen
it comes to interactions with China.
He stated that during his first term as
president, he would raise Chinese tariffs.
Yet higher Chinese tariffs will only lead
to higher prices for Americans when we
go shopping for practically anything.

Per5on to Watch By: Daniel e Dalton
As the sesquicentennialcelebrations grace the campus and remind the community of Boston College?s
strong heritage of academic excellence, professors of
economics Tayfun Sonmez and Utku Unver recently

took ?Ever to Excel? to new heights whentheirresearch
was cited in the work of Harvard University professor
Alvein E. Rothand Professor Emeritus of the University
of California, Los Angeles,Lloyd S.Shapely, whoreceived
the 2012Nobel Prize in Economics.

Furthermore, if we did not owe a lot of
money to China, our internal interest

wouldbe ridiculously high.
Right now, my main concern lies in
Romney?s plan for a ?tough? government
and the potential for irresponsible governing. Even the Chinese have reacted
negativelyto Romney?s comments: the
Xinhua news service calledRomney
?foolish? and stated, ?It is rather ironic

rates

Who: Professors of Economics Tayfun Sonmez
and Utku Unver
What: Sonmez and Unver have worked on
economic theories related to non-monetary
markets.

Marc Francis is the Asst. Metro Editor
for The Heights. He can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.

0...

important real-world markets.?

Why it matters: Sonmez and Unver?s work can
be applied to improve markets ranging from
public school systems to programs for organ
exchanges.

The two economists, who also teach sections of microeconomic theory?an undergraduate course which
directly correlates to their interestedfieldof study as it
considers social welfare, therole of the government, and
thepower of themarketin microeconomic terms?have
dedicated their time to endeavorssuch as designing a

Sonmez and Unver focus on applying economic
theories to markets that do not involve money, where
scarceresources must beallocatedefficientlybased upon
non-monetary principles. Unver best explainedmarkets
that do not involve money whenhereflected, ?One great

patientshelped.

Sonmez, who was at a conference off campus and
that economists deal onlywith macroeconomics and/or
financial economics. I get questions quite oftenregardunable to bereachedfor comment, spoke to The Boston
ing the future of U.S. economy from friends and family. Herald on 0ct.15 when theprize was announced, and
However, this is not my specialty, andthere are a great
discussedthesignificanceof theeffectsof the work:?The
number of economists who deal with microeconomic KidneyExchange[program] is relatively new in practice
issues, like I d lam mostly interestedin marketswhere but I believe currently the number of people who have
transactions do not use moneyfor ethicalor institutional benefited is already in the thousands and the number
reasons, which are called matching markets.?
will significantly increase.?
The prize committee of the Royal Swedish Academy,
Similarly, Unver exthe group that awardedthe honor, applauded thework plained, ?It is rare that
of Sonmez and Unver: ?Using empirical, experimental economic theorists have
opportunities to help
and theoreticalmethods, Roth and his coauthors, including A. Abdulkadiroglu,P.A. Pathak, T. Sonmez, and others and actually imM.U. Unver, have studied the institutions that improve prove social welfare, such
market performance, thereby illuminatingthe needfor as helping patients to
stability and incentive compatibility. Thesecontributions find transplants.
led directly to the successful redesign of a number of Therefore, this

Where: Boston College Economics Department

that a considerable portion of this China-

battering politician?s wealth was actually
obtained by doing business with Chinese
companies before he entered politics.?
At this point, I think it wouldbe wise for
Americans to learn from theChinese
work ethic and economic systemrather
than attempt to eliminate our ties with
them.

misconception to the generalpublic about economics is

new way to more efficientlymatch students with schools
in the Boston Public School System and to establish-

ing the New England Program for Kidney Exchange,
a tool that helps doctors allocate kidneys to patients
more efficiently in an effortto maximize thenumber of

is a very fulfilling aspect of
my research,

knowing that
I may have
played some
role helping
somebodyliving longer and
better. I consider it sort of a

blessing.? n
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Universities exchange ideas
through interactive program
edX, from 810

California-Berkeley,offer an additionalsix
online courses this fall. The former currently offers Introduction to Solid State
Chemistry, Circuits and Electronics, and
Introduction to Computer Science, while
the latter offers Software as a Service,
Foundations of Computer Graphics and
Programming, and Artificial Intelligence.
Harvard and MIT each put forward $3O
million for the virtual learning initiative,
which offers public interactive classes on
the web for free. There is no application
process, and the only necessary prerequisite for taking a class is an Internet
connection. As of now, all students who
demonstratemastery in their subjects earn
a certificate of completion, though in the
future, edX universities plan to charge a
?modest fee? for certificates, according to

the program?s website.
To receive a Certificateof Mastery upon
course completion,edX originally intended
to have students agree to an honor code
before taking exams. For an undisclosed
fee, students now have the option of selecting a test center where they can takefinal
exams in a classroom, which earns them a

certificatesignifyingthattheonlinecourse
was completed with a proctored exam.
The Harvard Crimson reports, however, that the number of students who
actually complete their coursework and
earn a certificate from the onlineformat

MASSEDCHUSETTS

A case for
expelling
expulsion

is much less than the numberthat enrolls,
and is possibly as low as 10 to 15 percent,
edX president and MIT professor Anant
Agarwal said in a statement to the daily
newspaper.
While edX students gain knowledge in
a discipline of interest, MIT and Harvard
benefit by using their brainchild program
as away to research how students learn

andhow technologyaffectsandtransforms
learning. Participating universities are
referred to as ?X Universities,? and edX
currently offers classes under the names
HarvardX, MITX, and BerkeleyX. UTx
(University of Texas) plans to join the
lineupin the summer of 2013. The University of Texas system, which includes nine
universities and six health institutions, has

recently agreed to contribute $5 millionto
edX, and through this venture, course offerings throughedX areexpected toexpand

phOTO COurTesy

Dance group electrifies city
Blue Man, from 810

even more.

The goal of edX is for all participating
universities to share online educational
tools, and for students worldwide to gain
access to the course content of all member
universities on one website. The program?s
latest venture includes creating the X University Consortium, which will be a forum

where members can share and discuss
their experiences with online education.
More than 140 institutions around the
globe have shown interest in collaborating with edX, and future plans indicate
expansion to include universities beyond
the core four. n

what he loves to do and wild talent give
the Boston location a significant advantage. Hailing from Canada, Ballstadt was
a sociology and anthropology major, and
remarked that he never really thought he
would become a music director in any
right, especially not with the Blue Man
Group.

?I?d always been playing the drums,
taking lessons, and would think
?Oh, it?d be so great to be a pro-drummer or make my life as a musician.? But I

Of GOOGIe imaGes

?I couldn?t get a grip on whatwas going
on. I didn?t know what to do. I never did
theatrebefore. I came from a rock background, but I figured, ?l?ll just keep saying
yes until I have to say no.? I mean, being
Canadian, you never expect an American
company to offer you a job, and suddenly
you?re in New York then I just went off
and played in the internationalshows.?
He has now played in seven or eight
countries with the Blue Man Group over
?

the course of eight years. Travelling all
over the world, Ballstadtreflected that he
has been to some amazing cities, but he

decided to get school out of the way first.
But then, the more people told me I better have a back-up plan the more I wanted
to not have a back-up plan and just do it,?

greatlyappreciatesBoston. ?I loveit! Briefly
I?d been here before, but I heard so much
aboutit, so many great things.It?s fantastic.

Blue Man Group in Orlando and who

phOTO COurTesy

pect.

never

Ballstadt said.
Explaining how he first got the gig in
the group, Ballstadtattributes it entirely to
being in the right place at the right time.
After playing with an artist in a rehearsal
space in Toronto, he happenedto run into
a friend who just got the job to play with

Professors are encouraged to exchange ideas and distributethem to students. worldwide.

Of GOOGIe

The Blue Man Group captivates its audience with music and choreography.choreography.

mentioned that they were looking for a
drummer.Ballstadt decidedto try his luck
andcold-call the company, which led to an
auditionand then the job.
But Ballstadt had never seen the show
in his life, so he had no idea what to ex-

What?s not to like??
And with Ballstadt as music director, the same words apply even more to
Boston?s production of the show.
If that isn?t enough,theBlue Man Group
has one more incentive: their prices. They
have studentrush tickets available,priced
at only $3O as compared to theregular $49.
They can be purchasedup to an hour prior
to eachperformance, based on availability,
and cash is the only method of payment
accepted, with a max of two per ID. While
tickets cannot be bought online, it is possible to call 617-426-6912 to inquire about
them on the day of a show. n

ON THE FLIP SIDE
THE ISSUE:
In the midst of the presidential election, students are speakingout. But their opinions don?t just encompass the politician?s policies: the act of students voicing their views in general has caused a stir. Should young people make their voices heard and utilizesocial media to do so? Or, should theykeep quiet as a
result of ignorance on the main issues?

JACQUELINE PARISI
When students are suspended or
expelled from school for poor behavior, it
always seems a bit counterproductive to
me. You have to leave school for a certain
amount of time but, unless your parents
say otherwise, you can just sit around

your house all day doing whateveryou
want, whether thatbe playing outside,
sleeping, or watching TV. Not sitting
at a desk for six straight hours doing
schoolwork probably seems like a pretty
good deal from a suspended student?s
perspective. In fact, it probablyfeels like
a reward, which seems counterintuitive,
right? Starting in July 2014, however, this
will no longerbe the case.
Under Chapter 222 of Massachusetts
General Law, signedby Governor Deval
Patrick in August, school districts are
required to provide educational services
to students while they are suspended.
Principals will have to develop an
educational plan for every student who
is excludedfrom school for more than
10 days, whether it includes tutoring, an

alternative placement, Saturday school,
or online learning. The school district
will assume the responsibility of paying
the cost, but state reimbursement may be
available.

?In our current system, a student can
be expelledfrom school and not have the
right to an education in the entire state
of Massachusetts,? said attorney Rebecca
Bouchard. ?And that was the primary
reason for the change in the law and
it?s a goodchange.?
The purpose of discipline should be to
?

direct students back on track and to keep
them in school because ?nobody wins
when students are not being served,? said
Ned Pratt, directorof pupil personnel services and specialeducation for
Leominster PublicSchools.
Under the new law, students can only
be expelledfrom school for committing serious offenses such as bringing in
weapons and drugs or engaging in assault. For non-serious offenses, a 90-day
suspension is the maximum punishment.
Yet there is certainly not a united
front of supporters behindthis law, as
some educators worry that some of its
provisions will prove to be detrimentalto
Massachusetts city schools.
For example, the law proposes the
creation of a dropout preventionspe-

cialist position, which bothers Andrew
Ravenelle, the Fitchburg Superintendent
of Schools, the most.
?I believe it?s the job of every single
teacher, paraprofessional, custodian,
cafeteria worker, and principal to be

working on dropoutprevention,? he said.
This is a valid point considering the possibility that once one person is given this
label, otherswill feel it is no longer their
concern.

Other educators, such as Peter Ste-

phens, a Fitchburg School Committee
member, worry that vocational-techni-

cal schools alongwith other selective
schools will use the public schools as a
backup for problematic students they
want to exclude, a reasonable cause for
phOTO COurTesy
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Individual beliefs inspire ideas Empowering the misinformed
TRICIA TIEDT
As I write this opinion, I?m currently
watching thethird and final presidential
debate.As the debateproceeds, my Facebook and Twitter feeds are continuously
blowing up with comments, opinions,
outrages, support?any and everytype of
response one could expect. Many of the
comments I see, I don?t support. Many of

the comments Ihear, I don?t understand.
Furthermore, many of these comments
come from people who frankly don?t know
what they?re talking about. But on the
otherhand, many of themdo. All I have to
say is, thank goodnesspeople are talking.
Growing up, I was always discouraged
when I heardkids and teenagers referred
to as lost, uneducated, and ignorant. What
was it that made an adult?s opinion that
much betterthan mine? Of course, the
older I get the more I recognize how little
I know. But with that being said, American
students currently enrolled in a higher
educational institution are among the most
privilegedpeople in theworld. Statistics
claim we are among the top 1percent
in terms of wealth and comfort of life. If
we aren?t in a position to weigh in on the
important issues, who is?
So what aboutthose people who think

they knoweverything? The ones spewing
false facts left andright, the ones updating
theirFacebook statuses every two minutes
during a debate, the ones shoving their
opinions down your throat. You allknow
them. But at least they?re talking. At least
they?re informed?or somewhat so. At
least they care enough to share their views
so passionately. While I strongly oppose
shoving your viewsin someone?s face to
persuade them, I support strong, vocal
views.
Sitting on thefloor with my roommates,
discussing the debate, talking aboutthe
tough issues: this is what educationof the
whole person is allabout. This is education outside theclassroom.This election
is a prime example of collegiateAmerica
having a voice.This is our time to affect
change in our nation?and it?s up to us to
speak out and utilize that opportunity. I am
so thankful that everyone is talking about
the issues plaguing our country. I am so
thankful the political talk is invading every
part of life on college campuses and social
mediafeeds. But mostly, I am so thankful
to have a voice.

Tricia Tiedt is a staff writer for The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@
bcheights.com.

GRAHAM BECK

I also happenedto watch the third

installmentof the presidential debates.
Despite the always humorous and yet

completely irrelevant petty comments
and sass infused in the arguments of
each of the candidates, what I found

equally humorousand yet equallypetty
and irrelevant was much of the commentary from my friends and peers on
Twitter. I don?t mind everybodyspeaking his or her mind. It?s free speech,
after all. My frustration comes from the
social media wars I saw erupting between my friends over misinformation

and irrelevant ad hominem attacks.

College students and young adults especially should think before they speak.
What I find incredibleabout social
media is the ability for people to digest
information and opinions at the click of
a button. Everyone has an opinion, and
this provides as good an opportunity to
voice it as anything. The Internet allows
people to share opinions safely from the
comfort of their chairs, without having
to lose their respective tempers in a
personal argument. It allows multiple
voices to respond, and I appreciate the

information from news organizations
on various outlets. I myself have not
decided who is the best choice. I am still
looking for a good reason to support
either candidate. Yet I find my peers trying to imitate Jon Stewart without doing
the research to support their crude
jokesand wildly absurd comments. It
turns me off from the entire idea of try-

ing to figure out a candidate to support.
How can my friends be making choices
when they post opinions that have no
base or substance? There is no chance
given to the other candidate?they are
always wrong. Opinions empower, but
also allowthat person to be judged. An
ignorant comment, to me, matches an
ignorant thinker.
I?m not trying to preach and say
that we should live in a perfect world
where everyone has civilized, educated
conversations on politics and where
only people who can do this should be
allowedto voice their opinions. I know
this is not reasonable to expect, but I
think that our age group is better than

this.
GrahamBeck is an editorfor The
Heights. He can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com.

concern.

The law also requires exit interviews
with parents for allstudents leaving the
district, but this provision assumes the
best-case scenario that students have
supportive adults at home who are open
to communication. This is undoubtedly
not always the case, as all parents would
not come into the schools to withdraw

their children and ask for a transfer of
records. Oftentimes, school staff members end up playing multiple roles in
children?s lives.
Perhaps the most ardent criticism of
the bill came from Steven Sharek, the superintendent-directorfor Montachusett

Vocational Regional Technical School.
?This law is not going to help children, andit?s just going to tie our hands
from removing from our school districts
thekids who don?t belong andwho never
will,? he said. Sharek sent out letters to all
area state senators askingfor a repeal or
rescind of the law before implementation
is required in 2015.
I do not believe thatsuch drastic
measures are necessary. Rather than an
overturning of the law, a second look or
revision wouldbe productive in an effort
to ensure that its goodintentions, such
as not penalizinga student twice, are not

clouded by the potentiallydetrimental
implications of its provisions.
Jacqueline Parisi is a staff writer for The
Heights. She can bereached at metro@
bcheights.com.
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WICKED CULTURED

Nerdy and BC plunges into annual
I know it Head of the Charles
CHARLOTTE PARISH
Nerd (noun): an intelligentbut singleminded person obsessed with a non-social hobby or pursuit.
Being classified as a nerd has meant
a lot of different things over the years. In
grade school, it was a deadly label to be

BY DERYN THOMAS
For The Heights
Boston is a city thatembodies a certain New England heritagein its quiet
cobblestone streets, historic trails, rattling old north and south churches,
commons, and squares. But Boston?s eclectic past as a meeting place for
people brought together by intellect, education, and sport is most evident
in the mixture of intense competition and delightedcelebrationthatcharacterizes the beloved annual Head of the Charles Regatta.
This past weekend, like every year, the stretch of the Charles River
beginning at the Boston University Boathouse and endingapproximately
three miles upriver was swarming with people?kids running amok, dogs
barking, moms and dads pushing strollers, college students mingling. The
road closures along the north shore of the river opened up ample space
for joggers, bikers, or walkers to enjoy the vibrant atmosphere as they
passed the spectacle of sponsor and food tents that could be found along
the way.

See Head of the Charles, B8

given (almost as bad as cooties), a marker
of being a teacher?s pet. In high school,
it was thatgroupof kids who hadn?t
quite figured out the timing of showers and hair-cuts?these will also be the
ones wholater own half of the economy

and leave theiradolescent oppressors
wonderingwhy they can?t get a job. In
college, being a nerd means thaton Halloweekend, you decided to find a pair of
fake glasses, booty shorts with suspenders, and a comically designed name tag.

And all of these are better thanthe first
definitionfor nerd on dictionary.com
that I purposefully didnot lead off with
because it?s really quite rude (?a stupid,
irritating, ineffectual, or unattractive

person?) and more than a littlecontradictory to the current iteration of the nerd
paradigm.
I especially would not want the final
one to be our working definition since I
would argue that Boston is a city full of
nerds.
First, there are the computer science
and video game lovers who are nerds a la
The Big Bang Theory. These folks emerge
from Cambridge?s Google headquarters
and the vast array of online start-ups to
rove about at PAX East (the east coast

version of the highly successful Penny
Arcade Expo, or PAX, in Seattle)where

they can beta-test and explore avatars
to theirhearts delight.With over 160
booths, the 2012 rendition was clearly
well-receivedby technology-oriented
Bostonians, of which there are many,
given the growing size of the Innovation
District.
But there are also a great deal of
professional nerds?that is to say, those

who fit the first definition presented
here because they are ?single-minded?
and ?obsessed? with whateverfield they
are in, be it marketing, culinary arts,
social media, or saving the environment.
Boston continuallypumps out citizens
who are incredibly focused on a singular
cause in their lives, which explainswhy
the city is so vibrantand random.
Take, for example, tomorrow?s closing
ceremonies of FutureM. This five-day

marketing conferencebonanza considers
itself the idea hub of all of the best movements that will revolutionize the way we
not only market items, but also interact
with the world.Quite a task for a conference, but it is telling that they picked
Boston for this ?futuristic event experience? (as it is described on their website):
?Boston is a forward-thinking city.
We?re always innovating, and FutureM
celebratesthat. FutureM is not an event.
It?s not a conference. In fact, there?s nothing like it anywhere else. If you think you
don?t have time to spend away from your
desk?think again! FutureM will get you
so inspired, you?ll accomplish your next
two weeks of work in just one.? So I stand
corrected on classifyingit as a conference, but the pointremains that Boston
is passionate even about something as
intangibleand offbeat as marketing.
Throughout the year, there are events
for every single passionimaginable:

HempFest, food truckfestivals, the Boston BookFestival (I?ll just throw in a plug

for my own brand of nerd and say this
was my favorite event of 2011), anime
conventions, the Boston Music Conference, and a mammoth number of others.
This nerdom is part of why Boston shifts
so quickly, defying definition or stereotype outside of our accents, addiction to

Dunkin? Donuts, and masochisticlove of
the Red Sox.
Or maybe this is all just an elaborate
justificationfor realizationthat I, too, am
most likelya nerd. I really just want to
pull others in with me when I set off for
the BBF again on Saturday. If there are a

few more Boston Collegesweatshirts in
the crowd, maybe I can hide from that
realization just a littlewhile longer.
Charlotte Parish is the Metro Editor
for The Heights. She can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.
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MIT partners
with Harvard
for free course

Conference to
provide GLBTQ
community aid

Harvard online classes
draw thousands
through edX program

BY MARC FRANCIS
Asst. Metro Editor
Former People.com staff editor Janet
Mock paid a visit to the Hispanic Black
Gay Coalition?s (HGBC) Youth Empowerment Conference on Saturday, Oct. 20
to tell her life story. Held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology(MIT),

BY LAUREN TOTINO
Heights Staff
Recently, Harvard has seen a spike in
the number of students enrolled in the
University?s prestigious ?edX? program,
a series of online courses launched last
spring in partnership with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology(MIT).
The additionof two new courses for the
fall semester?lntroduction to Computer Science I and Health in Numbers:
Quantitative Methods in Clinical &
Public Health Research?has attracted

roughly 100,000 enrolled students.
Introduction to Computer Science I
(CS5Ox), a course that is ?an introduction to the intellectual enterprises of
computer science and the art of programming,? has already drawn 100 times
the number of students as its Harvard
campus counterpart. PublicHealth 207
is ?an online adaptationof materialfrom

x

the Harvard School of Public Health?s
classes in epidemiology and biostatistics,? and is the biggest course in public
health offered in the world, reported E.
Francis Cook to The Harvard Crimson.
Cook is one of the leadingprofessors for

the highly popular online course.
The other two edX member universities, MIT and the University of

See edX, B9

the conference focused on the current
of Massachusetts?s GLBTQ community and outlined several areas for
improvement. The conference?s workshops concentrated on generallife skills,
status
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Copley Square hosts hundredsof book vendors, publishers, and others at thefestival.

Boston Book Festival boasts
this year?s literati delights
BY RYAN TOWEY
Heights Staff'
For readers and writers everywhere,
the annual Boston Book Festival returns on Saturday, Oct. 27, in Boston?s
Copley Square. The independent nonprofit group of the same name, based
in Cambridge, Mass., runs the festival.
Events will be held from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. in buildings including the Boston
Public Library. There is something for
everyone, from poets to Austen fans to
science buffs. What follows is a short list
of six events not to miss. More information can be found on the official Boston
Book Festival site.

Writer Idol
Thefirst event scheduledfor the Boston
Book Festival, Writer Idol, may also require
the attendance of the most courageous.
Designed for unpublished writers, this
event will take place at 10:15 a.m. in the
Old South Church. This event invites writers to submit the first 250 words of their

unpublished manuscripts to be read aloud
by actors. A panel of experienced judges
will select a winning manuscript. While it
may be difficult for more sensitive writers
to hear theirworkscritiqued, it will serve as
an excellentway to hearhow one?s written
voice translatesaloudfor others to hear.

political activism, health and wellness,
and social justice. As the event?s keynote
speaker, Mock addressed her audience
in the most intimate manner by sharing
her innermost fears and secrets, all in
the context of her career as a writer.
Filled with details of hardship, witty
comments, and humorousreferences to

her status as a ?child of Oprah,? Mock?s
speech commandedthe attention of the
auditorium. A native of Hawaii, Mock
was her parents? firstborn son. As early
as the age of six, she began to understand her gender confusion. ?A yearago,
I never thought I?d be standing in front

of an audience like thisand proclaiming
my identity to the entire world,? she said
as she began her address. Mock?s decision to ?live visibly? as a transgendered
woman is reflected in her work in the
media as well as her communal activism. Believing that the media considers
it taboo to focus on the transgendered

population, Mock has launched several

See BBF, B8

See HGBC, B8

Rejuvinated Blue Man Group production wows
BY NATALIE BLARDONY
For The Heights
For 17 years, the Blue Man Group has
produced massive amounts of laughterand
entertainment for all ages in the Boston

Charles Playhouse. With trademark acts
like jelloflung at theaudience and unfathomable beatscreated out of plastic piping,
this has become a must-see show not only
for Bostonians, but for anyone who visits

As one of the city?s largest attractions, it
comes as no surprise thatthere are consistent changes to keep the show up-to-date.
Known for its commentary on and lampooning of current events, this act is always
evolving. For example, to reflect society?s
current obsession with technology, the

the city. Infact, to demonstrate this incred-

Blue Man Group has included several segments thatfocus around giant ?GiPad?s, a
clear nod to the tablets and smartphones
everywhere today.
Another new segment has been intro-

ible reputation, theperformance has established the tagline, ?If you haven?t seen Blue
Man Group, you haven?t seen Boston.?

duced that touches upon texting and the
digital world of communication as two
?avatars? are lit up on dark screensas they

send messages, filled with texting-based gap within
jokes, back and forth. These, amongother it.
Spearchanges, have kept the show from becoming repetitive or boring even to repeat heading
visitors.
this asNo matter how much time passes, one pect of
the show
thing will remain the same: the skilled peris Boston?s
formers who breathe life into thisshow.
Whenever music is being crafted out of resident mupiping tubes,drums, or hiddeninstruments sic director
Steve Ballwith theband, it raises theaudience?s excitement even higher. The melodies,rhythms,
stadt, whose
and songs can be arguably one of the most
passion for
important parts of the entire show, and
SeeBlue Man, B9
without them, there wouldbe a significant
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